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INTRODUCTION 

In the main stream of the western tradition, some concept of 

personal responsibility is either granted or inplied. Responsibility 

of the individual seems to be at the heart of civilization; it is a 

necessary part of any successful, lasting relationship. Unless people 

of l^e western world relinquish their freedom to a rule of "mi^t 

makes right** and make law **the will of the ruler,*' t h ^ must accept 

responsibility. But accepting it is not enough; they must understand 

what it is, how it operates, and how far its influence reaches. With

out responsibility there would be no reward for a job well done, or 

punishment for personal injury. Without responsibility there would 

be no free will; man could not choose or direct his own life either 

in illusion or in fact. Without responsibility there would be no 

need for reason, and man would be nothing better than an unreasoning 

beast. Without responsibility there would be no law—moral, natural 

or written—to protect man and organize him into a productive, useful, 

satisfying social and political organization; man would have only the 

inviolable laws of nature to direct him in his chaos. Without respon

sibility there would be no justice except that of power; there would 

be no justice between man and man or between God and man. There would 

be no God such as the western world now knows. 

let there are those who would deny personal responsibility; they 

would make man a result of causes over which he has no control and 

would have his actions predetermined before he is conceived. There msy 

be truth in some of the newer approaches to analyzing man and society, 

but the truth that is there will not r^lace personal responsibility. 
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Throu^ the centuries man has doubted, but through his doubt progress 

haa been made toward further illumination. And thinking men have never 

lost slg^t of the fact that man is responsible, though thsy have not 

been able to understand all of the ramifications or solve all of the 

related probleos* 

Literary men have reflected personal responsibility in the 

western tradition; authorities have defined it; society has forgotten 

it. Oh, people will talk at length on the subject when it suits them* 

But they also say, '̂ Don't take ny boy to jalll He didn't steal those 

dong^inuts; they only followed him homei" An old joke is a modem 

tragedy that has been aided and abetted by the misunderstandings of 

psuedo scientists and philosophers. It&>dem men have confused the 

inviolable laws of nature that science discovers with the violable 

natural larr of morality. They maintain that necessity has unlimited 

rule when it suits them and also insist on free choice when it suits 

them. They have confused the "scientific method" of predicting what 

will happen to chemicals in a test tube with the crystal ball of the 

fortune teller, predicting human behavior. But scientists have as yet 

to distill people in a test tube or categorize elements of human behavior 

according their atomic weigjht* Under the influence of science and the 

*^lentific method" people have presuppose that mental life is essentially 

mechanical in character, with as little freedom as to be found in a 

nechanioal engine* But the si;^position that mechanical order is the 

only kind of order applicable to all phenomena seems unwarranted. 

Thoroughgoing deteminlsm which eliminates responsibility is only one 

extreme* The opposite, i^i^ also eliminates responsibility, is oon^lete 
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libertinism* Both have found some currency in western thought, but the 

majority of thiiJcing men have arrived at a coirpromise somewhere between 

the two extremes. Various degrees of compromise are, then, reflected 

extensively in the literature of the western world; tha two extremes 

are represented by only a few writers. 

Maggie was a girl of the streets, a product of heredity and so

cial conditions over which she had no control. Like a flower which had 

no choice of the soil in which to grow, Maggie blossomed in a mud puddle. 

Unable to contend with her deplorable life, degraded and demoralized by 

irresponsible people, Maggie stood looking at the oily water of the river* 

And as a result of her final reaction to uncontrollable forces, the varied 

sounds of life came faintly and died away to a silence. Maggie seemed 

to have no more will than a machine. But by her last act she proved that 

she could choose, exert free will, that she was responsible for being 

and remaining a painted cohort of the city, walking the streets and 

smiling invitations to the country lads. She did not prove that she 

was only a machine which reacted in a predetermined way from a pre

determined stimulus. Emerson would have told her to accept the place 

the Divine Providence had made for her and build creatively, but he 

would not have added that because He placed her, she was devoid of 

responsibility. The western tradition calls for men who will accept 

their responsibility and push forward, not ones who deny it and wait to 

be pushed. What ^ggie did not realize is that within the limits set 

^ Stephen Crane, Maggie (Londont William Heinemann, 1896). 
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for her \iy fate, she was cospletely free to act and choose. She made 

no atteaipt to determine those limits. 

In contrast to Maggie, irbo suffers herself to be abused, Aurelia 

delights in her adultery. Where Maggie seems to move fTom sin to punish

ment unwillingly and unknowingly, Aurelia flippantly asserts. 

I can desire nothing but death. 
Nor des«rve anything but hell* 
If heaven should give sufficiency of grace 
To clear ay soul. It would make heaven graceless s 
% sins would make the stock of mercy poor; 2 
0, they would tire heaven's goodness to reclaim theml 

She has sinned, she knows it, she accepts responsibility for it, she 

seems aljaost happy about it. She perhaps has followed nature too 

closely, but then Aurelia has not had azyone to tell her that her mind 

was a blank page at birth upon which society has written capriciously, 

making her what she is whether she likes it or not. She is a human 

being that has been wounded ty original sin so that her reason, though 

turned toward God, does not have con5>lete control over the passions. 

The element of free will in her confers upon her the prlvelege of 

choosing whether to be good or whether to be evil: whether to follow 

right reason or whether to follow animal passion. She has chosen the 

latter with pleasure, willfully, and with full knowledge. 

The conflict between these tiro views would seem to be in the 

answer to the question whether there is such a thing as free will. For 

the modern man the question is rather how much free will does man have 

^ John Marston, The Malcontent, in English Drama 1580-I61i2 
(New Yorki D. C. Heath,"5533), edited ty C. F. Tucker Brooke and 
Nathaniel B. Faradise, IV.v.2-10, p. 386* 
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and wherein does it consist; for if free will is denied, responsibility 

is also denied and there would seem to be no meaning in the legal systems 

of the western world and no justice in the hands of God. 

A reexamination of the western tradition of personal responsibility 

seems in order; such a reexamination ml^t give direction to much that is 

both new and useful in modern thought, much which otherwise could be 

destructive. It would at ).east illuminate the historical foundations 

upon which western civilization is built. It would also provide a 

basis for adding new, worthwhile concepts, and for eleminating worth

less concepts, both new and old. To discover this foundation In western 

literature, one must turn to its two principal so\ircest Hebraic literature 

and Greek literature. It will be the purpose of this thesis, then, to 

outline the concepts of personal responsibility as they were understood 

by thinking men before 1632,^ and to examine selectively the early 

literatures to discover the beginnings of this concept. For the sake 

of completeness and clarity or discussion, writers who wrote after 1632 

have been duatoi upon for Illustration and ftirther demonstration, both 

because they seem to express in a more unified way diverse ideas prev^ 

alent before that date, and because they reflect the continued currenpy 

of such ideas, hardly modified by the scientific philosophies of modem 

3 This date has been selected arbitrarily to coincide with the 
birth of Spinoza. The influence of this man in realigning the concept^s 
outlined in this thesis must be treated separately. For example, where 
most thinking men had regarded free will and necessity as opposed terms, 
Spinoza actually identified them. Spinoza was one of the first of the 
modern scientific philosophers to be concerned with the problem of where
in man's freedom consists. He tried to find a solution that would be 
compatible with modern scientific findings. 



times. The thesis thus provides a background for understanding later 

pieces of literature, especially Milton's, in which the concept of 

personal responsibility is tmportant* 
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CHAPTER I 

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILirrj LIMITS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

Throughout the western tradition of ideas, writers have been 

concerned with those concepts the understanding of which man has con

sidered inportant to secure his well-being and necessary to secure his 

happiness* The great conversation, as Robert M. Hutchins conceives this 

western tradition, is carried on by philosophers and men of science, who 

express ideas with authority, and by historians and literary men, who 

reflect prevailing thou^t. The "Great Ideas," as Mortimer J. Adler has 

termed them,^ are concerned with such questions as what is the nature of 

nant of God? of religion? of reason? of government? Or what is the 

relationship between God and man? between the universe and man? between 

government and man? between man and man? The nuidoer of topics under 

which such questions can be discussed and the number of terms used in 

the discussion is large, but one of the terms which is either implied 

or stated in maiy of the prime concepts is "responsibility." The 

concern is with such questions as what constitutes personal respon

sibility? to what extent is man responsible for his actions? what are 

the kinds of responsibility? 

Kinds of Responsibility 

nie two basic kinds of responsibility are moral and legal. As 

will be made clear in detail later, both are involved primarily in the 

^ I am indebted to chapters 27, U2, U6, Ik and 86 of The Great 
Ideas, A Siyntopicon of Great Books of the Western Torld (Chicagoi 
Britannrca Great BooST), Mortimer 'J. Adler, editor in chief, for 
guidance and help in the preparation of this chapter. 



ooneept of law and vary as this concept varies. Briefly, moral respon-

slbillty is concerned with i^at is ri^t or wrong; it is a concept of 

juetloe applied to man trough natural or positive law. Under moral law 

man is obligated to do right for which he may be rewarded, but he is 

also permitted to do wrong for which he may be punished. The determi* 

nation of what is rl^t and what is wrong is the determination of 

justice* A cone^t of justice, however, does not always involve respon

sibility; l̂ he formulation "might makes right" involves no concept of 

responsibility. 

Legal responsibility is limited to a concern with the established 

laws of a state, positive laws. Under positive law man is obligated to 

obey the law either as a duty to observe what Is right and just, the 

moral law as expressed In terms of written law; or he obeys out of fear 

of being punished. In both cases man is held responsible, but to those 

Botlvated to obedience by the latter, it does not matter whether the 

law or the associated punishment is judged right or wrong, just or 

unjust. It is only necessary that the law is violated* Law enforcement, 

thougih, is not always dependent upon condition of responsibility; the 

formulation of law as the will of the ruler Involves no conc^t of 

responsibility* 

It can be seen, then, that legal reeponsibility can, but does not 
• 

necessarily, involve moral responsibility and that moral responsibility 

The word "asral" is used here to mean "in regard to good and 
evil." This distinction is maintained throughout this paper. The word 
"moral" can also mean "In regard to free acts." In this second sense, 
what I have termed "legal responsibility" is also moral responsibility. 
See pages 12«»iii and page 25* 



can, but does not necessarily, involve legal responsibility. Furthermore, 

law and justice are closely related to both kinds of responsibility; 

however, concepts of law and justice may exist exclusive of any concept 

of responsibility. The concepts of justice and law that do not include 

or is^lj personal responsibility do not, however, fall within the main 

stream of western tradition. 

Extent of Responsibility 

Man can be held responsible only to the extent that he possesses 

reason and free will'' and to the extent that he is subject to law.^ 

Responsibility exists only when a man's actions are judged with reference 

to a violable law. Since the law is violable an element of choice is 

involved) whether to obey or to disobey. Violation of the natural law 

makes man morally responsible; violation of the positive law makes man 

legally responsible. Since choice is an act of the will and since will 

5 
is subject to the reason, man is responsible only to the extent that he 

possesses reason and free willt for a man to be morally or legally 

responsible, he must be a reasoning and free agent. Responsibility, 

then, involves basically three concepts: law, reason, cuid will. Each 

-̂  The term "free will," except as otherwise defined in this thesis, 
should not be understood as meaning coiqplete libertinism. Nor ̂ ould it 
be thought to determine in any way the extent of free will or to deny 
fate or fortune. 

^ Aristotle, Rhetorle (Chicagot Brltannica Great Books, 1952), 
bk. 1, ch. 10, p* 6lII 

^ Saint Thomas Aquinas, gumma Theologiea (Chicago: Brltannica 
Great Books, 1952), part I, q. 1^, a. 10, pp. 117-118. Hereafter cited 
as Aquinas, Summa Theologica. 



of the three are not, however, equal in the determination of responsibility. 

Law is applied to man through reason; a man's reason controls his will; 

throu^ will a man chooses to obey or disobey a law and is thus held 

responsible. 

Components of Respons ibllity 

When a man is said to be responsible, he is subject to charge for 

being the author or cause of something; and if a man is to be subject to 

charge, he must violate some principle or law, either knowingly or un

knowingly. Such violation can be of a law established by himself, his 

family or his fellow man: a moral law; a law established by the state: 

positive law; or a law established by his church or God: divine law.' 

Such categories are not clear-cut but merge in various ways or are further 

divided. Also, the violation can be in the nature of commission or of 

omission, violation of a prohibition or of a duty. 

For a man to be held responsible, he is also answerable or account-
o 

able for something within his power or his control. He must be answerable 

or aeooiintable to someone or something: himself, his family, his fellow 

man, his state, his church or his God. And he must be answerable for 

Moral law should here be understood to include natural law that 
applies human behavior, but not to include the laws of nature as discovered 
\^ science. 

' Divine law should be taken to include natural law as established 
by God as well as divine positive law. See page lU and note 3U* 

^ Aristotle, Nicoaachean Ethics (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 
1952), bk* 5, ch. 8, p. 383* Sereafier cited as Aristotle, Ethics. 



something; some act or thought* The person or thing to which he is 

responsible is that which charges him with being the author or cause 

of the subject act or thou^^t. A man charges himself with being the 

author of a tho\ight or an act which violates a law established by 

himself; he violates his own moral law. Or God may charge a man with 

being the author of a thought or an act which violates divine law. For 

responsibility to obtain, that act or thought must be subject to the 

man's control; there must be a necessary connection between human actions 

and human will* Unless human actions are subject to causal necessity, a 

man cannot be blamed for his acts,^ but human will must be free from 

external necessity. 

Throu^ reason man discerns what is right and what is wrong, and 

only if man can make the decision is he held morally responsible. It 

does not matter irtiether he does discover what is right; it is only 

necessazy that he be able to. The same applies to positive law; the 

man must be able to decide what constitutes violation of the law to 

be held legally responsible. So when a man is said to be responsible, 

he must be capable of rational thought. ?̂.an must be able to prescribe 

rules of conduct by using reason to determine law. Man must be able to 

make moral and legal decisions, to draw conclusions, to infer. He must 

be sane* 

9 David Hxuae, An Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding (Chicago: 
Brltannica Great Books, 1952), sect. 8, dlv. 76, p* U95» Hereafter cited 
as Hume, Human Understanding. 



Hesponsibility Related to Justice 

The determination of justice is important to the concept of 

responsibility in that the laws for which man is held accountable are 

based upon and promulgated in accordance with some concept of justice. 

The varying concepts of justice relate to responsibility and influence 

it in varying ways and to varying degrees. Some concepts of justice 

may not necessarily involve any concept of responsibility. Some concepts 

of justice may involve both moral and legal responsibility; some may 

involve only moral or only legal responsibility. 

The major opposition in determining justice is between those irtio 

believe that might makes right, that justice is expediency; and those 

who believe that power can be wrongly as well as rightly exercised, 

that the standard for judgment of men and states cannot be utility.^ 

Only in the second of these alternatives is responsibility necessarily 

involved, for if might does make rig-ht, the accountability of the 

weaker for his action can have no effect on its rightness. Uor is it 

necessary for the weaker to possess reason. /Ill that is necessary is 

that the will of the stronger prevail. The stronger can justly punish 

the weaker for violation of his will or his established law whether or 

not the weaker is responsible, for in this view of justice the stronger 

can never do Injustice and the weaker can never suffer injustice. 

Those who oppose such views maintain that justice is political in 

that it is the organizing principle of the state; either the principle 

•̂^ Plato, The Republic (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 1952), 
bks. 1 and 2, pp."l6b^3l5T 
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of ^urtlee came before the state, or it is entirely dependent upon the 

state and oonaequeoi to the constitution and laws of the state* The 

latter holds that there is no justice apart from man-made laws, and that 

only a man subject to government can be judged just or unjust. Neither 

the gevemnent nor its constitution or laws can be judged just or unjust. 

With a constitution or code of laws being the basis for determining 

justice, justice Is related to responsibility through Ite equation with 

lanr. Whether a man respects the law or not, whether he believes the law 

to be good or bad, he is responsible for its observance because the 

quality of justness does not apply to the law itself but only to the way 

in which the law is implemented * The Interpretation and application of 

the law Is the process try which man's responsibility is determined, and 

Is the extent to which man may question the justice of his treatment 

Tinder law* 

If justice is not coneequent to the constitution and laws of a 

state, there most be a principle of justice i^ich applies to all men at 

all times In all conditions.^ This concept of political justice is 

jrernolated in terms of natural justice and becomes the measure of all 

IhoBwa Institutions and acts as well as of the character of men. And it 

lie not a nan-made standard* This precept of natural justice Is fTe-

;quently foriBulated as "do good to others, injure no one, and render to 

every man his own*"^ Aristotle remarks, "Of political justice part Is 

^ Baron de Montesquieu, The Spirit of Laws (Chicago: Brltannica 
Great Books, 1952), bk* 1, p. 1. Hereafter cited as Ivbntesquieu, Laws. 

^ Cf * Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part I-II, q* 9U, a. 2, p* 222, 
and-lhomas Hobbee, Leviathan (CSilcagot Brltannica Great Books, 1952), 
part 1, ch* 15* ?• 91. 
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natural, part legal,—natural, that which everyirtiere has the same force 

and does not exist by people's thinking this or that; legal, that which 

Is originally indifferent, but when it has been laid down is not indif

ferent*"^ That which is left indifferent by natural justice may be 

made not indifferent lay political action or by positive law.^ For 

violation of these laws, man is only legally responsible. But when 

positive law io^ilements natural justice, violation of such a law would 

involve both legal and moral responsibility.^ Thus, this conc^t of 

justice is related to responsibility through its iaplementation in 

positive law and throu^ its permissive quality; a man may willfully 

violate the natural principle or he may conform to it. In this respect 

it is much like a law, and is frequently associated with natural law.^^ 

As the specific act may be judged just or unjust hy reference to 

political law, so the positive law as well as individual actions may be 

judged just or unjust by reference to natural justice or to natural law. 

A positive rule which is not based on natural law is not a just rule. 

Since the constitution of a state is not the ultimate standard of 

justice in this concept, individual actions iriiich violate positive law, 

but are in accordance with natural justice, are just actions.-'-̂  Moral 

responsibility is not called into question because there is no violation 

^ Aristotle, Ethics, bk. 5, ch. 7, p. 382. 

^ See below p. 16. 

^^ See below p* 28. 

Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part I-II, q. 95, answers 2-li, 
pp. 227-230* 

See below p* 18. 



of aoral principles* But though the law is unjust, the perpetrator may 

be held legally responsible.^^ The conflict here is that if the positive 

law is oboyed a natural law is violated, and if the natural law is obeyed 

a positive law is violated* But aside from positive law, in this concept 

of justice, man, granting free will and reason, is always subject to 

responsibility Inasmuch as he cannot escape natural law. Locke enpha-

sizes this inability to escape when he Identifies natural law and reason 

as one and the same. ° 

The principle of natural justice is sometimes not accompanied by 

a doctrine of natural law. In Greek thought, natural justice consists 

in that irtilch contributes to the common good or the good of others: 

20 
that which renders to each man his own, and that which is fair. This 

understanding of justice seems to consider the actions of a man as they 

21 
effect the well-being, not of himself, but of others. Also, because 

this concept of justice is concerned with what is due another, justice 

involves the element of duty or obligation. A man thus may be held 

responsible because of an act or because of an omission. 

The last few paragraphs have considered the aspect of justice 

which considers benefit and injuxy generall:/. Another aspect of justice. 

^ Sophocles, Antigone (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 1952), 
pp. 13U-135. 

^ John Locke, Concerning Civil Government, Second Essay (Chicagot 
Brltannica Great Books, 1952), ch. 2, pp. 26. Hereafter cited as Locke, 
Civil Government* 

^ Aristotle, Ethics, ch* 1, pp* 376. 

21 Ibid*, p. 377. 
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when conceived as the fair, is concerned with the exchange and distribution 

of goods and burdens* Fair exchange and distribution are frequently formu

lated in terras of equality*** 

Fairness of distribution would be applied to distribution of honors 

or rewards according to merit: equals in merit receiving?: equal shares; 

unequals in merit receiving unequal sharec.^ ?Aan is responsible for 

fairness of distribution through his will to seek fairness, his control 

over his actions to implement fairness, and his ability to determine 

fairness: free will and reason. Also, man is responsible in fairness 

of distribution throu^ his actions which establish his merit or non-

merit* Man is awarded an honor because he is responsible for those 

actions of his which constitute his merit. 

Fairness of exchange in transactions is conceived as the exchange 

of things of equal value. This application of equality is sometimes 

stated as an ^ e for an eye, a tooth for a tooth* (Sxodus 21:23*25) If 

a man enters Into a transaction voluntarily, justice involves respon

sibility through action of the will to give fair exchange and Uu*ou^ 

action of the reason to determine fair exchange. If one party in the 

transaction will not grant just eonpensatioz^ then a just penalty for 

C I T H injury mist be determined because he is held responsible for his 

actions. When a man enters into a transaction involuntarily, the 

principle of equality is applied so that the punishment for criminal 

22 Aristotle, Ethics, bk. k, ch* 2, p* 378. 

23 Ibid* Gf • Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part I, q* 21, a* 1, 
reply 3» p7T35» 
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injury is somehow equalised in severity to the gravity of the fault. 

Justice here Involves responsibility because of the willful act of the 

injuring party and his ability to discern what constitutes injury. Hie 

second party In an involuntary transaction is involved through no will 

of his own and thus is not held responsible.*** 

Justice is sometimes classified as economic and political. The 

first is concerned with goods which result from expenditure of labor; 

the second is concerned with the status of men in the state. The dif

ference in these two modes of justice do not affect the two forms of 

justice already outlined, fair exchange and fair distribution, and 

consequently do not affect the relation of justice to responsibility. 

It should be further noted that tiie relations between justice, 

equality, and liberty do not basically affect the concept of respon

sibility or alter the relation of justice to it* As equality seems 

to be the source of justice, so justice is the source of liberty. The 

relation between equality, justice and responsibility has already been 

denonstrated. If liberty is conceived as a benefit to be distributed, 

distributive justice requires that a man have all the liberty he deserves. 

Thus a criminal justly inprlsoned is not conceived as deprived of axy 

liberty to which he has a right: he has determined the extent of his 

desert through exercise of his free will and is thus responsible. But 

some maintain that a man Is entitled to as much liberty as he can use 

without doing Injury to his fellow man or the common good. 7?hen a man 

causes an injury to another or to the common good that is not justified 

2^ ArlsteUe, Ethics, bk* 5, chs. 8-9, pp* 383-385. 
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by his own rl^ts, he has passed the. limit of liberty into license. 

Thus the boxinds of liberty become a law and the willful violation of 

that limit by a man of reason makes the man responsible and a fit object 

25 of reprobation or retribution* 

Responsibility Related to Law 

Responsibility Is associated with only that aspect of law which 

is a direetive of human conduct, or, as Kant would say, law in the 

26 sphere of freedom* The term "law" usually loplies a conoand or a 

prohibition which should be obeyed or disobeyed. The duty which a law 

creates is obedience, but there would be no moral significance to ful-

27 
filling the duty unless the law can be violated* In this oonoept, 

then, responsibility is related to law only in so far as the law is 

violable. Since the laws of nature as discovered by science do not 

have this characteristic—since they are inviolable—responsibility is 

not related to them. If an exception to the law is found, it is not a 

violation but merely a case to which the law does not apply. The laws 

which a^ply to the rules of an art or the rules of moral or social condoot 

are essentially violable and thus closely related to responsibility* Mon^ 

tesquleu clearly relates law and responsibility and points out that the law's 

25 How these concepts of liberty relate further to punishment will 
be discussed later. See pp* 35ff. 

*" Immanuel Kant, Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of 
Morals (Chleagot Brltannica Great Books, 19>2), p. 551. 

27 From this point of view moral responsibility oovers violation 
of positive law as well as of natural law. A distinction has been made 
in this p€per to faeilitate discussion of natural and positive law. See 
note 2 on page 2* 
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permissive quality also implies freedom of will in those subject to the 

law: "Laws, in their most general signification, aire the necessary 

relations arising from the nature of things. In this sense all beings 

have their laws*" But the realm of intelligent beings, like man, does 

not conform to its laws "so exactly as the physical world. This is 

because, on the one hand, particular intelligent beings are of a finite 

nature, and consequently liable to error; and on the other, their nature 

requires them to be free agents."28 

The division of law into two basic categories, natural and positive, 

does not aiffect the general relation of law to responsibility. Both 

divisions of the law have a permissive qualit/iT and thus involve the moral 

duty of obedience. ° The main difference between the two concepts is the 

theory of their origin. For Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke, Xtontesquieu and 

Rousseau the distinction between the state of nature and the state of civil 

fiociety is the criterion for differentiating between natural and positive 

law. For them natural law would be instinctive or would be a rule of 

conduct "Prtiich man's reason is innately coi^etent to prescribe. Though 

the laws of nature are fixed and rigid, they are yet violable.30 Because 

man discerns natural law, and accordingly directs his conduct, by reason, 

reason is a necessary part of responsibility. Aquinas makes this clear, 

though he does not appeal to man in a natural state to determine natural 

28 Montesquieu, Laws, bk. 1, p. 1. 

29 See note 2 on page 2. 

30 Georg Wilhelm Frledrich Hegel, The Philosophy of Right (Chicago: 
Brltannica Great Books, 1952), addition noT^, p. 115. Hereafter cited 
as Hegel, Phllosopfey of Right. 



law*-' Natural law, maintains Aquinas, is the first principle of 

practical reason,32 in this conception, then, natural law is a moral 

law both in the senne that it is a law governing free acts and also in 

the sense that it directs man with regard to good and evil in all 

spheres of life* '*'' Also, from this concept it can be seen that law, 

reason, and will are not equal in determination of responsibility. As 

natural law proceeds from the will of the maker, God, so man»̂ s reason 

proceeds from natural law.3** As reason is governed Toy natural law, so 

man's free control over his actions is governed by reason. Then, throu^ 

action, or inaction, man becomes responsible. 

Though the Greeks appear to regard law as primarily a creation of 

the state, t h ^ yet do not hold that all law is of human institution or 

merely a matter of local conv^ention. The fundamental opposition between 

the divine law and the man-made law of the state occurs frequently in the 

Greek tragedies, and with particular force and clarity in the Antigone of 

35 
Sophocles. This "unwritten law," as Aristotle terms it, is a universal 

law that is common to all people. Man is responsible for violation of this 

law as well as of positive law. Though the term "natural law" may not 

31 Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part I-II, q. 91, a. 2, p. 209. 

^2 Ibid*, q* 91*, a. 2, p. 222. 

33 See note 2 on page 2. 

In this sense, natural law is a part of divine law. See p. 2U. 

^^ Aristotle, Rhetoric, bk. 1, ch. 10, p. 611. 

^ See above p. 7. 
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appear often in Greek writing, the idea is not absent from greek thought* 

Positive law originates with the state and is consequent to the 

state* And within the Units set by the constitution and laws of a 

state, man is free to act without being held legally responsible* 

The field of litigation is the battleground where decisions are 

made as to what constitutes violation of law—interpretation of positive 

law—and where assignment of responsibility is made* "Laws," writes 

Alexander Hamilton, ^are a dead letter without courts to expound and 

define their true meaning and operation. "37 jtnd these men of law, on 

the bench and at the bar, are responsible for deciding whether the facts 

of the particular case bring that case under the specific provisions of 

the law* It is generadly agreed among writers that courts and judges 

are indispensable; and thou|^ their responsibility is undeniably great, 

their tendencies to complicate procedure, multiply the Issues and become 

a cult unto themselves have been satirically noted in the great diatribes 

against the legal profession. Such passages also enphasize the fact that 

in the most serious process of determination of responsibility, confusing 

detail and sophistry are frequent stumbling blocks. Rabelais, for example, 

has Pantagruel undertake to arbitrate in the litigation between "Lord 

Klssbreech, plaintiff of one side, and . . . ny Lord Suckfist, defendant 

of the other; iriiose controversy was so high and difficult in law, that 

the court of parliament could make nothing of it." The coTuisellors and 

attorneys 

37 Alexander Hamilton, Kie Federalist (Chicago: 2ritannica Great 
Books, 1952), no*-22, p* 83. 
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delivered into his hands the bags wherein were the writs and 
pancarts concerning that suit, which for bulk and weight 
were almost enough to load four groat couillard or stoned 
asses. But Pantagruel said unto them. Are the two lords, 
between whom this debate and process is, yet living? It 
was answered him. Yes. To what devil, then, said he, serve 
so many paltzy heaps, and bundles of papers and copies which 
you give me? Is it not better to hear their controversy from 
their own mouths, whilst they are face to face before us, than 
to read these vile fopperies, which are nothing but truaperies, 
deceits, diabolical cozenages of Cepola, pernicious slij^ts 
and subversions of equity? For I am sure, that you, and all 
those thrOttgjh whose hands this process hath past, have by your 
devices added what you could to it pro et contra in such sort, 
that, althou^ their difference pemaps was clear axA easy 
enough to determine at first, you have obscured it, and made it 
more Intricate, by the frivolous, sottish, unreasonable and 
foolish reasons and opinions of • . . old mastiffs who never 
understood the least law* . . . 

Furthermore, seeing the laws are excerpted out of the middle 
of moral and natural philosophy, how could these fools have 
understood it, that have, by G—, studied less in philosophy 
than isy mule? In respect of human learning, and the knowledge 
of antiquities and history, th^ were truly laden with those 
faculties as a toad is with feathers. And yet of all t^is 
the laws are so full, that without it they cannot be under
stood. . . . Therefore, if you will that I make any meddling 
in this process, first cause all these papers to be burned; 
secondly, make the two gentlem^i come personally before me, 
and afterwards, when I shall have heard them, I will tell you 
ulraopinion fseely, without any felgnedness or dissimilation 
whatsoever.^ 

Also It is generally agreed that a rule of positive law cannot be 

made by any man, but only by him who exercises the legislative authority 

39 
and has the power to rule. Thus the responsibility of formulating and 

promulgating positive law rests with the public personages 1^0 have care 

of the whole people* These people are also held accountable for the 

conformance of positive law to natural law. The municipal laws of 

38 

Great Books 
Francois Rabellas, Gargantua and Pantagruel (Chicago: Brltannica 
», 1952), bk* 2, ch. 10. pp. 85^71 

^9 Aquinas, Summa Theologicas part I-II, q. 90, a. 3, p. 207. 
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countries, Locke writes, ^ara only so far right as thoy ara founded on 

the law of Nature, by which they are to be regulated and interpreted*" 

The legislator is held accountable lest "the fancies and intricate contriv

ances of men, following contrary and hidden interests put into words" become 

the laws, and subjects be placed in Antigone's dilemma. 

Locke and Aquinas make natural law the source as well as the stamdard 

of positive law and so place further enphaisis on the responsibility of the 

legislator and the primacy of naturad law over positive as regards morad 

re^onsibility* Thou^ corKslusions may be derived using natural law as 

premises, what results is strictly not a rule of positive law because it 

still has the force of natural law. Rules of positive law are only 

determinations which particularize the precepts of natural law in a 

manner which fits the contingent circumstances of a particular society. 

What is mads doterminate by positive law is left indeterminate by natural 

kx 
law because no point of justice or right is involved. But they have no 

L2 other force than that of human law*^^ Since other determinations could 

have been made, an element of choice is involved in the making of positive 

laws. From among the various possible determinations produced by reason, 

the law most be formulated and then posited by the will of whoever has the 

authority to make laws* But will is not the sole arbiter of what is law, 

for an ordinance which had no other foundation than the will of a sovereign 

prince or government would lack the moral authority of law; it would bind 

^ Locke, Civil Government, ch* 2, pp. 27-28. 

^ See above p* 7. 
ho 
^ Aquinas, Suama Theologica, part I-II, q. 95, a. 2, p. 228. 
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men, not through conscience but only through fear of punishment for dis

obedience. So if a positive regulation is not derived from natural Law 

it cannot be a just rule. 

One of the foremost problems of both the legislator and the jurist 

alike is that of casuistry. For the legislator the positive law must be 

written so that little if any doubt is left as to its spirit and meaning, 

let there will be cases for the judge to decide which fall under the 

letter of the law but seem inconsistent with its spirit; and cases which 

fall outside the letter of the law but which seem to be covered by the 

law's purpose. This defect is xinavoidable, Aristotle says. "The reason 

is that all law is universal, but about some things it is not possible to 

make a \miversal statement which shall be correct."^-^ By equity—the 

treatment of the particular case as if the legislator had had it in mind 

when the law was framed—the law can be corrected where it is defective 

owing to its universality. Equity prevents the injustice of misapplication 

by dispensing justice in the particular case according to the spirit, not 

the letter, of the law. Those who share Aristotle's theoiy of equity 

acknowledge a standard of justice by which not only the law's application, 

but also the law itself, is to be measured. Essentially the saiae point 

is made by those who appeal to natural law, both as a measure of consti

tutions and as a criterion for distinguishing good from bad law.^ 

A problem closely associated with the relationship of positive 

and natural law and the effects of this relationship on responsibility 

^^ Aristotle, Ethics, bk. 5, ch. ID, p. 385. 

^ See Above pp. 6-8* 

file:///miversal
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is that of civil disobedience. This problem is summed up in the Antigone 

of Sophocles; should one obey the positive conmiand of the state, or should 

he justly violate this rule because of a higher rule and accept the con

sequent, unjust punishment from the state? Those wîio deny natural law or 

principles of innate right would maintain that there is no excuse for civil 

disobedience and consequently no mitigation of responsibility, moral or 

legal. Similarly, there are those who maintain that the security of peace, 

iriiich the maintenance of law and order provides, is always better tham the 

anarchy and war which result from rebellion. At the other extreme is the 

doctrine of civil disobedience as expounded by llioreau and, of course, 

Gandhi. Unjiist laws, or laws which violate a man's conscience, may have 

the force of the state behind them, but they exert no authority over him. 

The just man is called upon to break them and to submit gladly to the 

consequencies of breaking them. This position is somewhat modified by 

k^ 
Aquinas* The principle seems to be that the common ^ood may, under 

certain circumstances, be better served by acquiescence than ty dis

obedience unless the positive law commands a transgression of God's 

commandments. Locke states the principle somewiiat differently. So long 

as due process of law is available to remedy unjust laws, the individual 

is not justified in disobedience. "This will unhinge and overturn 

all polities, and instead of government and order, leave nothing but 

anarchy and confusion." But if the unjust acts have extended to 

^ Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part I-II, q. 92, a. 1, p. 2lU, 
and q. 96, al. 5, p715T. 

^ Looke, Civil Government, ch. l8, p. 72. 
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the majority of the people "and they are persuaded in their consciences, 

that their laws and with them their estates, liberties, and lives are in 

danger, and perhspa their religion too, how they will be hindered from 

resisting Illegal force used against them, I cannot tell. This is an 

inconvenience, I confess, that attends all governments."^' The only 

adternatlve then is rebellion. But here again responsibility is not 

in the least mitigated; supremacy of natural law over positive law is 

not used as an excuse to escape legal responsibility. Thou^ the law 

has no morad force behind it and exerts its power only through the fear 

of punishment, man is yet responsible for adherence to the law and must 

aeeept the legal responsibility for its violation* 

Responsibility Related to Fate 

Man is responsible only in so far as free will is granted. There 

has, however, always been an argument as to the extent of man's free will. 

Are men necessitated in all their aicts, or are certain, or all, actions 

contingent upon the exercise of their will and in this sense traaT* la 

every act of the will necessarily determined, or are some, or adl, acts 

of the will acts of free choice? 

The main limiting factor to free will is usually conceived as fate 

or external necessity; at least so it seems to the ancients, particularly 

the Greek tragedians* In their concept of fate, some curse must be 

U7 Locke, Civil Oovermaent, oh* 18, p. 72. 

^^ An act is a necessary result of the will for responsibility to 
obtain. See p. ̂ 6. 
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fulfilled, frequently in the form of collective responsibility for sins 

of the fathers; it is a doom hanging over the character which may not be 

entreated away. Thus Oedipus is doomed to kill his father and to marry 

his mother; Agamemnon is doomed to suffer for the curse on i'elops and 

Atreus. But within the framework of the inevitable, the tragic heroes 

work out their own destinies, making choices from which personal catas

trophe results; they are not mere puppets. Oedipus was not fated to 

delve deeper and deeper into his past to discover the sins iriilch urge 

Jocasta to hang herself and Oedipus to blind himself and go from Thebes 

a banished and broken man. Agamemnon was not fated to bring Cassandra 

k9 

back from Troy or to step on the purple carpet. Orestes freely under

took to kill his mother. Indeed, the ancients did not doubt that men 

could choose, and thus exercise some control over their lives. In 

reflecting on this problem, Tacitus, thou^ he grants that "most men • • . 

cannot part with the belief that each person's future is fixed from his 

very birth," claims that "the wisest of ancients . . . leave us the 

50 
capacity of choosing oiu* life." He does, however, recognize that there 

is an order of events beyond man's power to control, though he can discern 

no agreement regarding its cause. For these ancients, some acts are 

necessary, some contingent. 

^^ Cassauidra's return with Agamemnon was the last coal which 
Inflamed Clytaemnestra's hate to the point of murder. i3y stepping on 
the puiTple carpet, usually reserved for the gods, Agamemnon caused 
offense against Heaven. 

^ P. Cornelius Tacitus, The Annals (Chicago: Brltannica Great 
Books, 1952), bk 6, sect. 22, p.lT. 
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The terms "fate" and "fortune" are sometimes si^posed to be syno

nyms, but this is not correct* Although both limit man's freedom, and 

neither are subject to man's will, they are yet opposed. Fate represents 

the unchangeable march of events. Each event happens necessarily. There 

Is no room for fortune unless some things are exespt from necessity. 

Fortune applies only to what happens by chance. Tacitus implies that 

evwrythlng which cannot be controlled ty man is not necessarily fated. 

"I suspend my judgment," he declares, "on the question idiether it is fate 

and unchangeable necessity or chance."^ Thus in the realm of human 

aiffairs three forces operate: fate, fortune, and human will* 

It must be rvnembered that fate and fortune were, originadly, 

theologloal terms. In ancient nythology there were the goddess of 

Fortune, and the three Fates, as well as their three coiinterparts, the 

Furies* Also the Latin word from which "fate" comes means an oracle^ 

primarily a sentence of the gods. Thus what has been fated has been 

predestined by the gods* It inplies a supernatural will that has not 

only the ability to plan for the future, but also the power to carry out 

the plans. Thus fate becomes synoiymous with predestination. This is 

true of the pagan tradition as well as of the Judaeo-Christian tradition. 

The effects of this theological concept of fate upon responsibility is 

discussed at greater length in Chapter II* 

In the Judaeo-Christian tradition, fatalism which denies man's free 

will is a sin* If a Christian, in the belief that every human act is 

foreordained by God, resigns himself, makes no moral effort and takes no 

^^ Tacitus, Tha Annalsj bk* 6, sect. 22, p. 91. 
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moral responsibility, he sins. let to resolve the problem of free will 

auad providence, or fate, the Christian can neither deny God's omnipotence 

and oomlscience or attribute evil to God. If the first be granted, 

nothing happens contrary to divine will, yet to deny that man sins freely 

imputes evil to God. This Is the problem with which LUlton deals in 

52 
Paradise l£st* Here the distinction is made that thou^ God knows 

Adaun will disobey, Adam remains quite free to sin or not to sin. It can 

be objected, though, that God's foreknowledge inplies absolute predes

tination since what God knows with certitude cannot happen otherwise; 

only what is certain at the time can be certainly foreknown. Also, if 

a choice is available, it must between good or evil* If, then, God did 

not create evil, evil must have been co-existent with God at aH tinea 

and his omnipotence ^ u s liidted* 

Agadnst such difficulties, Aquinas insists that divine providence 

is eoapatlble with natural necessity, contingency amd free will.'̂ -̂  "For 

to providence," he writes, "It belongs to order things towards an end. 

• * * And lihus it hauB prq^ared for some things necessary causes, so that 

they happen of necessity; for others contingent causes, that they may 

happen by contingency, according to the condition of their proximate 

causes." An aot can be caused, then, necessarily by divine will; an 

exanple would be divine will acting upon naturad causes moving the laws 

52 
See below p. 26ff • 

" Aquinas, STUMia Theologica, part I, qs. 22, 23, 82, 83, pp. 
127-1̂ 1, kn-hhO. 

5^ Ibid., q. 22, a. U, p. 131-132. 
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of nature to their deelgnated ends. Or an act cam be caused contingently; 

cm exanple would be divine will acting through human will. God, as the 

first cause and prime mover of all other causes, wills man to choose 

freely. God san move voluntary causes without their ceasing to voluntaiy 

55 
as he can move naturad causes without -Oieir ceasing to be natural.•̂ '̂  

Free will is thus a secondary cause operating unier the first cause. 

But as maiy secondary causes are directed toward only one end, so humam 

will is directed toward many ends. Thus the ends which follow an act of 

the will are contingent upon the will* The meams to an end, then, can 

be both necessary and contingent* To achieve a certain end, the will 

must choose a means necessarily; it is the only meams which will produce 

the desired end* But thou^ the will chooses the means nedessarily for 

that particular end, the means Is contingent in that the end may or may 

not be pursued* Again some ends may be achieved by a variety of means; 

so the will is free to select among the various means which will produce 

the desired end; the will selects contingently from among the means which 

are exactly adequate to produce the end* And again, the means are con

tingent in addition because the end may or may not be pursued. Because, 

then, God causes mam to choose freely with regard to pairticular ends, 

mam's acts are free because the nature of the act is auscording to the 

56 
nature of the agent* The act is free because the proximate cause of 

the act is free will. All the acts of the will are not free, however, 

in that certain ends are willed necessarily by Godt "The will must of 

55 
'̂  Aquinas, Summa Theologioa,part I, q* 83> a. 1, p. U37. 

5^ Ibid*, q. il$, «4,lw-pUn2. 
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necessity adhere to the laist end, which is happiness."^' Action of the 

secondary causes aure thus coerced necessarily to enploy either the 

necessaxy or contingent means toward that end. Thus, the problem for 

Aquinas was both the existence of free will and fate and the limits 

58 
each places on the other.'^ 

Responsibility Related to Sin 

Though man Is held responsible at all times, he is rarely concerned 

with it except as regairds action* Man is at adl times under obligation to 

obey the positive law or the natural law, amd, as has been pointed out 

earlier, this obligation Is either to act or hot to act; the law is a 

command or a prohibition. Another way of looking at the conc^t is to 

conceive of man as In a continual state of action controlled by reason 

through the will* The willful choice between the various available 

actions keeps mam in a continual state of responsibility to choose that 

action which is in au^cordance with the lasrs. For making the rlg^t choice 

mam is rewarded by the absence of punishnent, as Emerson ml^t say, or 

57 
Aqulnais, Sunaa Theologica, part I, q. 82, a. 1, p. U32. 

^ The unconpromlslng conception of fate is that which leaves no 
place for chance or freedom aiywhere in the universe. Consequently, 
causality seems to be understood by modems like Hume and Freud as 
excluding the possibility of chamce or free will, and thus seriously 
changing or qualifying the concept of responsibility as outlined In 
this thesis. Until Spinoza (1632-1677) only Plotinus (205-270) seems 
to have gone so far in affirming the universal reign of naturad 
necessity. Thus this subject will not be made a part of this thesis, 
and the modem writers are not elted except where they serve to clarify 
and put in relief other concepts. See, for example, the discussions of 
Hume p* W and Freud p. 31. The modern approach to free will, beginning 
with SSplnosa, Involves re-evaluating and redefining maiy of the concepts 
already outlined* 
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perhaps ty some kind of merited honor. For making the wrong choice man 

Is aid judged the punishment adlied to that choice. Under positive law 

only, the wrong choice is merely a violation of man-made law for which 

the state gives just punishment. But under natural la^, the wrong 

choice is sin. 

Re^|>oBsibllity is related to sin and guilt for sin through man's 

freedom. But though man's freedom in relation to positive law seems to 

go unquestioned, the problem of divine intervention, or predestination, 

makes the relation of responsibility to natural or divine law, and thus 

to sin, rather intricate* Plato, in endeavoring to justify the ways of 

God to man, attributes to man the responsibility for choosing from among 

his several destinies.^° And it is generally agreed that if there is no 

responsibility, there is no sin. So the problem of what constitutes 

responsibility under divine law is the problem of what constitutes sin. 

The sin of Satan and the sin of Adam are among the great rrysteries 

of the Christian religion. Satan was the highest among the angels, yet 

he sinned. Adam was created with his appetite in all things submissive to 

his reason and his reason was turned toward God, yet he also sinned. Since 

the only evil latent in either Satan or Adan; would seem to reside in the 

privation of infinite being, power, and knowledge, 'prtiich is neither moral 

evil nor a predisposition to sin, the only cause of their sinnin.7, if God 

himself does not predestine them to sin, must be a free choice on their 

part between good and evil. If God positively predestines them to sin, 

then they would seem to be without responsibility, and so without sin. 

^^ Plato, The Republics bk. 10, pp. U27-Wa, especially pp. U37-Wa. 
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If man sins becanise of divine intervention, he is merely an Instrument 

of external necessity. Milton limits the responsibility for an act 

to the aetor only, and counts the act as a product of individual will 

amd reason as he has God say in Paradise Lost, 

So will fall 
Hee and his faithless Progenle: whose fault? 
Whose but his own? Ingrate, he had of mee 
All he could hsfve; I made him just and rlg^t. 
Sufficient to have stood, thou^ free to fall. 
Such I created all th» Ethereal Powers 
And Spirits, both them who stood 8c them who f aild; 
Fresly they stood who stood, and fell who fell* 
Not free, what proof coidd they have glvn sincere 
Of true alleglanee, constant Faith or Love, 
>Vhere onely what they needs must do, appeard. 
Not what they would? what praise could they receive? 
What pleasure I from such obedience padd. 
When Will and Reason (Reaison also is choice) 
Useless and vain, of freedom both despoild, 
Itoda paLssive both, haul servd necessltie. 
Not mee. They therefore as to right belongd. 
So were created, nor can justly accuse 
Thlr maker, or thlr making, or thir Fate; 
As if Predestination over-cul*d 
Thir will, disposed by absolute Decree 
Or h i ^ foreknowledge; they themselves decreed 
Thir own revolt, not I: if I foreknew. 
Foreknowledge haid no influence on thir fault. 
Which haid no less prov'd certadn unforeknown."^ 

The fact that mem was tenpted into sin does not mitigate his 

62 
responsibility thou^ it does alter his punishment* The willful act 

^ Cf • Aeschylus, Choephoroe and Eumenides. 

^1 John Milton, Paradise Lost (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 
1952), bk* 3, 11* 95-119, pp. 137=138. 

Adam and Eve may be redeemed through grace because they were 
tenpted by 84ten* The fallen amgels oannot be redeemed because they 
were self-teapted* 
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was done with full knowledge that it was sin* Before Satan approaches 

Eve, Adam reminds her of their debt of obedience, saying that the ^tree 

of knoirledge is 

The only sign of our obedience left 
Among so maiy slgnes of power and rule 
Conferrd upon us."3 

In the tenptatlon. Eve succundos and, as l̂ Iilton tells the story, Adam 

joins Eve in disobedience, knowing full well the evil of his act. Milton, 

here in his expansion of the third chapter of Genesis, has included all 

the basic elements of the Judaeo-Christian conception of sin auid hats 

plainly accented the concept of responsibility. 

Satam is the epitome of responsibility: he does not deqy his sin; 

he does not repent it, though he at times tends to regret its occurrence; 

6L and he accepts full responsibility for it.^ It is Interesting that Satan 

had rather aeeept the responsibility and endure for all time the pimishment 

for revolting against God tham to repent auid acc^t the consequent respon

sibility of having deserted his followers, for he does accept also full 

responsibility for having seduced other spirits fTom God's realm* 

The pride and envy which moved Satan and Eve and the disobedience 

which results from the disorder of Adam's loving Eve more tham he loves 

God seem to be the baisic elements of sin. In the pagan as well as the 

Chrlstlam conceptions of sin, man's pride and his disobedience of divine 

commamdment are usually connected with the very notion of sin. And in 

63 MUton, Paradise Lost, bk. U, 11* U26-ii30, pp. I6l. 

^ Ibid*, 11* 32-86, pp* 153-15U. 
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pride and disobedience we find the d e ^ disordter of love which lies at 

the heart of sin* Pride is self-love in excess of what the self deserves. 

Disobedience may be prompted by a love which, too, exceeds the worth of 

the object loved* The Supr^ae Good, which orders all other goods, should 

also order our loves in proportion to the goodness of the object. This 

natural love would be without error, but love of the mind may err either 

throu^ an evil object or throuj^ little or too ouch vigor. "While love 

is directed on the primal goods, and with due measure on the secondary, 

it cannot be the cause of ill delight* But when it is bent to evil, or 

runs to good with more zead, or with less, than it ought, agadnst the 

Creator his own creature is working. Hence thou canst coinprehend that 

love is of necessity the seed in you of avery action that deserves punish

ment*"^ Such excess of love is a willful violation of the natural law 

established by the Supreme Good and man is held responsible. 

Dostoevsky offers further comment on the relation of love, sin 

and responsibility. In The Brothers Karamazov, Father Zossima makes 

lack of love the punishment as well as the substamce of sin: 

Fathers and teaichers, I ponder, "What is hell?" I maintadn 
that it is the suffering of being unable to love. • . • They 
talk of hell fire In the material sense* I don't go into 
that mystery and I shun it. But I think if there were fire 
in the materlad sense, they would be glad of it, for I imagine 
that in material agony, their stUl greater spiritual agony 
would be forgotten for a aomant. Moreover, that spiritiud 
agony cannot be taken from them, for that suffering is not 
externad but within them* * . * Oh, there are some n^o remain 

6^ Dante All^lerl, The Divine Comedy (Chicago: Brltannica Great 
Books, 1952), "Purgatory," CSito 17, p. 79. 
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proud amd fierce even in hell, in spite of their certadn 
knowledge and conteiBplation of the absolute truth; there are 
some fearful ones who have given themselves over to Satan and 
his proud spirit entirely. For such, hell is voluntary and 
ever consuming; they are tortured by their own choice. For 
thsy have cursed themselves, cursing God and life. They live 
upon their vindictive pride like a starving man in the desert 
sucking blood out of his own body. But they are never satis-
fled, and thsy refuse forgiveness, they curse God who calls 
them. They cannot b^old the living God without hatred, and 
thoy cry out that the God of life ^ould be annihilated, that 
God should destroy Himself amd His own creation* And they 
will burn in the fire of their own wrath for ever amd yearn 
for death amd annihilation. But they will not attadn to 
death*^^ 

As can be gathered from the foregoing discussion, the concept of 

responsibility for actions covers more area than just that of sin. The 

crimlnad act msy be conceived as a violation of the law of man, injurious 

to the welfare of the state or to its members. The vicious act may be 

conceived as one which is contrary to nature or reaison. Both may involve 

evil and wrongdoing. But unless the act transgresses the law of God, it 

is not sinful. Thus mam may be held legally responsible and moradly 

responsible ais distinct from being responsible for sin. For a man may 

recognize natural law and grant raorad responsibility, but yet disbelieve 

in God, amd in divine law and divine punishment. He woidd disbelieve, 

consequently, in sin and deny responsibility for sin. The concept of 

responsibility, though, is not basically aiffected and the two madn divi

sions of responsibility remain unchanged; if divine law is granted, moral 

responsibility would be a subdivision of responsibility for transgression 

of divine law or would be equated with it* 

^ rydor Mikhadlovich Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov (Chicagoi 
Brltannica Great Books, 1952), part 2, bkTT, th* 3f pp. 169-170. 
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For writers such aa Hobbes, the distinction between crime and sin 

does not involve the contrast between civil law and divine law, unless 

the latter be equated with the law of nature. He writes, 

A crime is a sin consisting in the committing by deed or word 
of that which the law f orblddeth, or the omission of what it 
hath commanded* So that every crime is a sin; but not every 
sin a crime. To Intend to steal or kill is a sin, though it 
never appear in word or fact: for God that seeth the thou^ts 
of mam can lay it to his charge: but tiU it appear by some
thing done, or said, by which the intention may be ao'gued by 
a htiman judge, it hath not the name of crime. • • • From this 
relation of sin to the law, and of crime to the civil law, may 
be inferred, first, that where law ceaseth sin ceaseth. But 
because the law of nature is etez*nal, violation of covenamts. 
Ingratitude, arrogance, and all facts contrary to any moral 
virtue can never cease to bo sin. Secondly, that the civil 
law ceasing, crimes cease: for there being no other law 
remadning but that of nature, there is no place for accusation; 
every man being his own judge, and accused only by his own 
conscience, and cleared by the uprightness of his own intention. 
When therefore his intention is right, his fact is no sin; 
if otherwise, his fact is sin, but not crime. ' 

Some writi|ps who reject the religious meaning of sin do rrant the 

prevalence of a sense of sin ty which many men suffer remorse for trans

gressions th€y suppose to be evil in God's eyes, and on grounds other 

than even natural law. Freud, for exanple, would e^qplain such guilt 

feelings in terms of naturad, psychological causes. Sin thus becomes, 

not a transgression of divine or natural law, but an act which "causes 

one to be threatened with a loss of love; because of the dreaul of this 

loss, one must desist from it. That is why it makes little difference 

whether one has alreacfy coniBltted the bad deed or only intends to do so*" 

67 Hobbes, Leviathan, part 2, ch* 27, p. 139. 

Slgfflond Freud, Civilization and Its 
Brltannica Great Books, 195Z;, ch. 7, p T ^ ^ 

^° Slgfflond Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents (Chicagoi 
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Man is still responsible for sin, but to himself, not God; and the nature 

of his responsibility seems changed. 

One of the most significant problems arising from the relation 

between sin and responsibility concerns the Jewish doctrine of collective 

responsibility, the sins of the father to be visited upon the sons, and 

the Christian doctrine of original sin. Though there may seem to be a 

similarity between the two, the points of difference appear to be more 

fundamentad* 

In Jewish doctrine, the sins of the father from which later gener

ations suffer are the Individual sins of men whose natures are predisposed 

to sin* Also, the pimishment is visited only upon the chosen people, amd 

in the form of teaporal scourges rather than a corruption of human nature 

itself. Furthermore, the Hebrew prophet Ezekiel questions the justice 

of collective responsibility: 

What do you meam ty repeating this proverb concerning 
the land of Israel, "The fathers have eaten sour grapes, 
and the children's teeth are set on edge"? As I live, says 
the Lord God, this proverb shadl no more be used ty you in 
Israel* . . • 

The soul that sins shall die. The son shall not suffer 
for the iniquity of the father, nor the father suffer for 
the Iniquity of the son; the righteousness of the righteous 
shall be upon himself, amd the wickedness of the wicked 
shall be upon himself. 

But if a wicked man turns away from adl his sins which 
he has committed and keeps all ny statutes amd does what 
is lawful and right, he eiJisIT surely live; he shall not 
die. None of the trams gross ions which he has coianitted 
cdiadl be rezseiobered against him; for the righteousness 
which he has done he shadl live. Have I any pleaisure in 
the death of the wicked, says the Lord God, and not rather 
that he should turn from his way and live? But when a 
ric^teous man turns away from his rl#iteousness and cooinits 
Iniquity and does the same abominable things that the wicked 
man does, shadl he live? None of the rl^teous deeds which 
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he has done shall be remembered; for the treachery of which 
he is guilty and the sin he hais committed, he shall die. 
(Sseklel 18:2-3, 20-21^) 

In Christian doctrine, the justice of individuad punishment for 

the sins which individuals commit in their own lifetime does not apply 

to the penalty which all men must pay for the sin of Adam.^^ sin came 

into the world throu^ one mam and death came throu^ sin* So because 

one man sinned, all men must die. Sin was in the world before the law 

was given to Iloses on Mt* Sinad, but sin is not counted where there is 

no law. Therefore, until the law was given, mam was not held responsible 

for lAiat is now counted as sin* But yet there waus death in the world 

from Adam to iifoses. The sin of Adam in disobeying the coionand God gave 

to him was deemed of sufficient gravity to punish all mamkind which 

spramg from Adami* Individual or personad sin wais isputed aifter God's 

positive law was promulgated. 

According to Aquinas, as a result of the original justice which 

prevailed before the fall, the reason had perfect hold over the lower 

parts of the soid, idiile reason itself was perfected by God in being 

subject to Him. This original justice was forfeited by the sin of our 

first parent. Thus the inherited sinfulness is conceived as the pre

disposing cause of adl other sins*^ The entire good of human nature 

was not destroyed, however, but only wounded and the naturad inclination 

to virtue wais only diminished. Man's responsibility for sin committed 

^^ Romans 5i12-18* Cf. Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part I-II, 
q* 81, pp* 162-167, especially a. 2, jg^ 161»-l65I 

' Aquinas, Suiaaa Theologica^ part I-II, q* 85, %. 3, p. 180. 
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as a result of his predisposed condition is not lessened: his being a 

rational creature naturally inclines him to virtue and "sin cannot take 

away from man the fact that he is a rational being, for then he would no 

longer be capable of sin."'^ 

Also closely connected to the doctrine of original sin is that of 

the need for a divine savior. This doctrine does not relieve man of his 

responsibility for sin either, but redeems him from sin through grace. 

Man sinks into sin of his own will, but he can be redeemed from it only 

thi*ou^ grace. 

Responsibility Related to Punishment 

As indicated previously, punishment is related primarily to vice, 

crime and sin. Man is subject to pimishment for a vicious act throu^ 

moral responsibility, for a criminal act through legal responsibility, 

and for sin through responsibility for tramsgression of divine law. And 

as certain acts may individually violate the morad, the civil or the 

divine law, or simultameously violate adl of them or airy combination of 

them, so the actor is subject to punishment from diverse sources, either 

individually or simultaneously or in various cosbinations.'2 According 

to the type of wrongdoing, the punitive agent may be the individuad him-

73 
self, his family, his state, his church or God.'"̂  

71 Aquinas, Stunna Theologica^ part I-II, q* 85, a* 2, p. 179. 

^ See below p. kH 

73 See above p* k* 
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There seems to be agreement for the most part on who shadl have 

the authority to punish amd who shall be subject to punishment. Punish

ment seems to be annexed to law, as Indispensable for its enforcement, so 

that whoever hats the authority to set rules of conduct for another adso 

has the authority to Inpose penalties for their violation* Those to be 

punished are those idio violate the law, and it seems to be generally 

agreed that responsibility on the part of the offender is am indispensable 

condition of just punishment for his adsdeeds. 

The major opposition in the western tradition is between those who 

think that punishment need only be inherently just, and those who think 

punishment cannot be justified without reference to its utility or 

expediency. Thou^ responsibility as a condition of just punishment Is 

granted and Igplled ty both sides, the interrelations of justice, law, 

reason, will, equity, equality, and responsibility can, pertiaps, be more 

clearly revealed throu^ an examination of the way consequences are 

related to responsible acts which violate the moral or legal code* 

Retributive punishment or retaliation seems to express the 

principle of ^Justice as fairness in eocchamge* '̂  Those who maintain that 

puniaihinent should only be inherently just, as Kant and Hegel, insist 

that punishment should serve no end beyond Itself; it should not be 

considered aa producing some desired consequence in the future* "ta*id-

loiad punishment," writes Kant, "ean never be administered merely as a 

means for proBoting another good, either with regard to the criminal him

self, or to the eivll society, but must in adl cases be iaposed only 

7U See above p* 9. 
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75 
because the individuad on whom It is inflicted hats committed a crime." 

The wrongdoer hais violated a law; he is solely responsible; he should be 

paid in kind* And Kamt says the determination of the mode and measure 

of punishment shall be 

the principle of equality, by which the pointer of the scale 
of justice is made to incline no more to the one side than 
the other. It may be rendered by saying that the undeserved 
evil which any one commits on another is to be regarded ais 
perpetrated on himself. . . . This is the right of retaliation 
(jus tallonls); amd, properly tmderstood, it is the only 
principle iriiich . • . can definitely assign both the quality 
amd the quantity of a just penalty. All other standards 
are wavering and imcertadn; and on account of other con^ 
slderations involved in them, they contain no principle.^ 
conformable to the sentence of pxure amd strict justice.' 

Justice is like a balance sheet: for eau:h entry under "crime, vice and 

sin" there mEUst be a corresponding and badanclng entry under "punishment." 

Anything else would violate the principle of equality* 

We should punish, then, only because we have, under moral law, a 

duty to do so; neglect of punishment would itself be a wrong. And the 

only desire punishment should satisfy is that of seeing moral law upheld. 

If revenge is a motivating force of punishment, the responsibility of the 

wrongdoer, though still present, becomes less a consideration in determin

ing justice by auidltion of the personal considerations of the injured* 

Also the punitive agent may be reeponsible for violation of justice: 

"Revenge, because it is a positive action of a particidar will, becomes 

75 Ihmanuel Kami, The Science of Right (Chicago: Brltannica Great 
Books, 1952), part 2, secITTiJ E, pp.Tl^2u 

76 Ibid., 
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a new transgression*"'" So to prevent the executor of punishment from 

committing the wrong of revenge and being held responsible, the difference 

between retribution and revenge must be resolved: punishment must be just 

not vengeful. Lucretius, for example, seems to resolve the conflict when 

he sfys that the surrender of primitive freedom was motivated by a desire 

to substitute equitable retribution for unlimited vengeamce. "Mankind, 

tired out with a life of brute force lay esdiausted from its feuds; and 

therefore the more readily it submitted of its own freewill to laws and 

stringent codes. For each one moved by anger took measures to avenge 

himself with more severity than is now permitted by equitable laws, for 

this reason men grew sick of a life of brute force."' Thus the punitive 

force is merely an Instrument carrying out a concept of justice as imple

mented in law, and unless the executor violates law he is not responsible. 

Hegel's resolution seems to be in terms of a distinction between the 

particular and the universal. He irrltes. 

When the right agadnst crime has the form of revenge, it is 
ozdy rlg^t Implicit, not right in the form of right, i.e. no 
act of revenge is justified. Instead of the injured party, 
the Injured universal now comes on the scene, and this has 
its proper actuality in the court of law. It tadces over the 
pursuit and the avenging of crime, and this pursuit consequent!/ 
ceases to be the subjective and contingent retribution of 
revenge auid is transformed into the genuine reconciliation of 
right with itself, i.e. into punishment*'^ 

77 Hegel, Philosophy o£ Right, sect. 102, p* 39. 

7^ Lucretius, ^ the Nature of Things (Chicago, Brltannica Great 
Books, 1952), bk. 5, p. 757 

79 Hegel, Philosoply of Right, sect. 220, p. 73. 
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It cam be seen, then, that ^t^p^chological problem arises in the 

practlcad application of the retributive principle of punishment. How 

can one distinguish between what is just retribution amd what is revenge? 

It is perhaps in evasion of tills problem that Christian doctrine forbids 

punishment ty the individuad* "lou have heard," Christ declares in the 

Sermon on the }tount, "that it was said, 'An eye for am eye and a tooth 

for a tooth.' But I say to you. Do not resist one who is evil. But if 

anyone strikes you on tiie right cheek, turn to him the otheac also; and 

if anyone woidd sue you and take your coat, let him have your cloaQc ais 

well." (Matthew 5138-^40) Also St. Paul commands, "Beloved, never avenge 

yourf elves, but leave it to t^e wrath of God; for it is written, * Vengeance 

Is mine, I will repay, says the Lord.'" (Romans 12:19) The liqplicatlon 

seems to be that in the execution of justice, man ty his personad interest 

is incapaJsle of determining just punishment and is liable to further 

conpound evil ty Inflicting more evil* In Christian doctrine, God punishes 

the wicked. The way God punishes may, however, be in the form of huaam 

;)udges. "Let every person be subject to the governing authorities," 

writes St. Paul* 

For there is no authority except from God, and those that 
exist have been instituted by God* Therefore he who resists 
the authorities resists what God has appointed, and those 
-who resist will incur judgment. For rulers are not a terror 
to good conduct, but to bad. fould you have no fear of him 
irtio is in authority? Then do what is good, amd you will 
receive his approval, for he is God's servamt for your good. 
But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the 
sword in vain; he is the servant of God to execute his wrath 
on the wrongdoer. (Roaans 13tl-<U) 

Thus the question of punishment of the evildoer for the state is not the 

same as for the Individuad* 
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Retribution is freipiently stated in terms of the l^saic injunction, 

"lou shadl give life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for 

hand, foot for foot, b u m for bum, wound for wound, stripe for stripe*" 

(Exodtis 21t23^5) It occurs in the context of other passages which 

declare the coopensation in goods which an in j red party shall receive 

for the loss or damage to his chattel* But it is adso acconpanied ty 

ordinances i^ich impose the death penalty for wrongs other than the taking 

of a life* (Exodus 21115-17) Thus, slople reciprocity may not oolnclde 

with just rectification* Equality is Involved more in that the severity 

of the crime is somehow equalized to the gravity of the offence*^ 

A parallel conception to the Hebrew is found in Greek thou^t. "It 

is the law," explains thê  Chorus in the Choephoroe of Aeschylus, "when 

V ft! 

mam's blood fadls man's blood shall pay full cess.""-'' And as Aristotle 

points out, "Some think that reciprocity is without qualification just, 

as the Pythogoreams said; for thsy define justice without qucdification 

as reciprocity. Now •reciprocity' fits neither distributive nor recti-

f icatory justice—yet people want even the justice of Rhadaunamthus to meam 

this: Should a man suffer idiat he did, right justice would be done—for in 

many caises reciprocity and rectificatory justice are not in accord."°2 

Retaliation consists in reciprocity only if it is "in accordance with a 

proportion, and not on the basis of precisely equal return*" 

80 Cf * Hegel, Philosophy of Right, sect 101, p. 38. 

^^ Aeschylus, Choephoroe (Chicago: Britauinica Great Books, 1952), 
p« 7^. ^ o translation is ty Q. M* Cookson and is hereaifter cited as 
Cookson, Choephoroe* 

^2 Aristotle, Ethics, di* 5, p. 380. 
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Thus, in the ooneept of punishment as retribution outlined ty 

Kant and Hegel, utility cam have no bearing on the punishment without 

mitigating justice. Like Kant, Hegel points out tiiat the utilitarians 

conceive punishment as evil, just as they do crime, which makes it 

seem quite unreausonaible to will an evil merely because "another 
evil is there already." To give punishment this superficial 
character of an iyil is, amongst the various theories of punish
ment, the fundamental presupposition of those which regard it as 
a preventive, a deterrent, a threat, as reformative, &c., and 
what in these theories is supposed to result from punishment is 
chap^acterized equadly superficially as a good. But . . . the 
precise point at issue is wrong and the rioting of it. If 
you adopt that superficial attitude to punishment, you br^ah 
aside the objective treatment of the rioting of wrong* "3 

The utilitarian, to prevent punishment from being the evil of revenge. 

Invents a utility which is good: evU put to good ends. "Woe to him 

who creeps through the serpent-windings of Utilitarianism to discover 

some advamtage that may discharge him from the Justice of Punishment 

or even from the due meaisure of it*" 

If the retributive formulation of pimishment is granted, it would 

seemii that punishment for utility or expediency would make law the will 

of the ruler; justice would be mi^t makes right. A man would be punished 

85 
for an act even though that act were just ty appeal to a hl^er stamdard. 

The conflict between justice and expediency is pointed out ty Diodotus as 

he aurguos against Cleon's idea that justice amd eipedlency can be both 

^3 Hegel, Philosopty of Rl^t, sect. 99, p. 37. 

^^ Kant, 2i2. Scl«^ca of Right, part 2, sect* li9 E, p. 1^6, 

^^ See the discussion of civil disobedience above p. 18. 
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served ty one pimishmentt "We are not in a court of justice, but in a 

politicad assembly; amd the question is not justice, but how to make the 

tytlleniams useful to Athens. . . . I consider it far more useful for tha 

preservation of our enplre to put up with injustice, than to put to death, 

however justly, those whom it is our interest to keep alive. As for Cleon's 

idea that in punishment the claims of justice and expediency can both be 

satisfied, facts do not confirm the possibility of such a coniblnatlon.""^ 

Diodotus grants that justice is not expediency and that law is not the 

w H l of the ruler, and points out that justice amd e3q)ediency are not 

conpatible. The question of the responsibility of the I^tilenians does 

not enter Into the question of utility at all, but then Diodotus also 

grants that his utilitarian solution is unjust. 

In contrast, the great theologians do not consider the utility of 

punishment inconpatlble with retributive justice. For them purely 

retributive punishment is justifiable, but pimishment can never be 

justified simply ty its utility without any reference to retadiation* 

Augustine, in the context of saying that God "knows how to award fit 

pimishments to every vauriety of offence," observes that "we must not 

only do harm to no man, but adso restrain him from sin, or punish his 

sin, so that either the mam himself who is punished may profit ty his 

experience or others be warned of his example." Aquinas even more 

eiqplieltly eoabines the remedial and deterrent utility of punishment 

Thucydldes, The History of the Peloponneslam ^ar (Chicago: 
Brltannica Great Books, 1952), bk.T, ch. 9, pp. U27-U2H7~ 

87 Saint Augustine, The City of God (Chicago: Brltannica Great 
Books, 1952)f bk* 19, oh, l5^6, w>.T2l^22. 
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with the function of punishment to preserve order and justice ty meting 

out an equitaU>le retribution: 

Whatever rises up against am order is put down ty that order 
or by the principle of that order. And because sin is am 
inordinate act, it is evident that whoever sins commits am 
offence agadnst am order* And therefore he is put down, in 
consequence, ty that same order, which repression is punishment. 

Accordingly, man can be punished with a threefold punishment 
corresponding to the three orders to which the human will is 
subject* In the first place a man's nature is subjected to the 
order of his own reason; secondly, it is subjected to the order 
of another man who governs him either in spirituad or in tenporad 
matters, as a member either of the state or of the household; 
thljrdly, it is subjected to the universal order of the Divine 
government. Now each of these orders is disturbed ty sin, for 
the sinner acts agadnst his reaison, and â âinst human and 
Divine law. Hence he incurs a threefold punishment; one, 
inflicted ty himself, naraely remorse of conscience; another, 
inflicted ty man; and a third, inflicted by God. 

But sometimes punishment "is for the good of those 1^0 are pimlshed, when, 

that is, men arise from sin more humble and more cautious," amd sometimes 

it is "for the amendmetnt of others, who seeing some men fall from sin to 

89 
sin, are the more feau-fid of sinning*" '̂  But in the opinion of Aquinas, 

retribution Is more than primary, it is the one indispensable reason; for 

punishment cannot be justified except as doing the work of justice. 

The eoaplete opposite of Kamt and Hegel is expressed in the util

itarian theories of ptmishment foiuid in the writings of Plato, Hobbes amd 

Locke. For exaoplo, Prota^poras insists that "no one punishes the evil

doer for the reason that he hats done wrong—only the unreasonable fury of 

a beast acts in that manner. But he who desires to inflict rational 

88 Aquinas, Suiana Theologica, part I-II, q. 87, a. 1, pp. 186* 

®9 Ibid*, a* 2, p* 187. 
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puxdshment does not retaliate for a past wrong which cannot be undone. 

He haa regard to the future, and is desirous that the man vfno is pfinished, 

amd he who sees him punished, may be deterred from doing wrong again. He 

punishes for the sake of prevention."^ Plato himself seems to adopt this 

position* In the Laws he says no man is to be punished "becaiise he did 

wrong, for that which is done can never be undone, but in order that, in 

the future times, he, and those who see him corrected, may utterly hate 

91 
injustice or at any rate abate much of their evil-doing." Yet he adso 

says that the law "should aim at the right measure of punishment, amd in 

92 
adl cases at the deserved punishment." But the notion of desert in 

Plato's theory appeals to JTistice without inplying amy separation between 

retribution amd reform* "To suffer punishment is another name for being 

93 
justly corrected when you do wrong." The judge who prescribes just 

punishment is as the ptysician who prescribes remedies to cure the body, 

for to escape punishment is to suffer a greater evil than to be punished. 

oh 
Punisliment, then, fulfills the obligation of what is due another* But 

the fact that just punishments are deserved does not seem to be the reason 

wty men should be pimlshed. "The proper office of punishment is two-foldt 

he who Is rightly punished ou^t either to become better and profit by it 

^ Plato, Protagoras (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 1952), p* 1*5. 

9^ Plato, Laws (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 1952), p. 782. 

^ Ibid. 

^ Plato, GorglAS (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 1952), p* 26?. 

^^ See above p* 8* 



or he eug^t to be made an exasple to his fellows, that they may see what 

he suffers and fear amd become better. "̂ ^ 

Like Plato, Hobbes adso places the reaison for pimishment in the 

future rather tham the past* He states as a law of nature that "in 

revenges, men look not at the greatness of the evil past, but the great

ness of the good to follow* Wherety we are forbidden to inflict punish

ment with any oihasc design tham for the correction of the offender, or 

the direction of others*"^ The purpose of deterring criminads is to 

maintain public peace: "A punishment is am evil inflicted ty public 

authority" on those who have violated law, "to the end that the will 
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of men may therety the better be disposed to obedience." The util

itarian theory seems to be summed up in The Brothers Karamazov as 

Fetyukovltch says in his address to the jury, "The Russian court does 

not exist for punishment only, but also for the sadvation of the 

eriminad. Let other nations think of retribution and the letter of the 

law, we will cling to the spirit and the meaning—the salvation and the 

reformation of the lost*"*' 

Responsibility is implied in both concepts of punishment. Both 

the utilitarians and the retributionlsts seem to grant that mam Is due 

punishvent under justice. The retributionlsts say It is because ecpials 

should be given for equals. The utilitarians say it is because punish-

<»; 

^̂  Plate, Gorgias, p* 293. 

^^ Hobbes, Leviathan, part 1, ch. 15, p. 9U. 

^̂  P>^»* P*^ 2, di« 28, p* lli5. Cf • Locke, Civil Ooverraeent, 
ch* 1, sect* 0, p. 26 

^° Dostoevsty, 2 ^ Brothers Karamazov, bk. 12, ch. 13, p* 398* 



sent is for the good of the individual and for the cominon good; It is an 

evil Inflicted that good mlg^ result; and since evil is the privation 

of good. It is the privation of a lesser good that a greater good might 

result.^^ The retributionlsts tacitly gramt that some corrective amd 

det^crrent effect may result from punishment, but the result is not con

sidered in the determination. The utilitarians tacitly gramt that punish

ment may be retributive but insist that retribution should not be considered 

in determining punishment* Punishment is inplied, then, in the retribution 

concept because if the subject were not responsible for his acts he is not 

the one to whom retribution is due and consequently is not a fit object of 

retaliation* Responsibility is implied in the utilitarian concept in that 

if the subject may be reformed, he is capable of exercising free control 

over his actions; and if the punishment is to be a deterrent, those whom 

it is supposed to effect must also have free control over their wills to 

elect to do good rather than evil* 

The question of reaponsibility, however, raises another difficultys 

the issue of free will and causality.^^® Hume's position is that adl laws 

are founded on rewards and punishments. These motives have a uniform in-

fluenee on the mind to produce the good and prevent the evil actions. This 

influ^iice is the cause and must be regarded as an instance of necessity* 

Unless the action results from some cause in the character and disposition 

of the actor, his good actions camnot bring him honor nor his evil aetions 

bring him Infany. Thus he cannot be held responsible unless his action is 

^ Cf. Aquinas, Suma Theologica, part I-II, q* 8?, a* 7, pp. 191. 

^ ^ See above p. U* 
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necessitated ty something within himself. i£en are not blamed for actions 

performed Ignoramtly and causadly because the principles of these actions 

are only momentary and terminate in them alone* 2fen are less blamed for 

such aictions as they perform hastily and unpremeditatedly than for such 

as proceed from deliberation because a haisty tenper, though a constant 

cause or principle in the mind, operates only ty intervals, and infects 

not tile whole character. Actions render a person criminal merely as 

they are proofs of criminal principles in the mind. Eut, except upon 

the doctrine of necessity, they never were just proofs, and consequently 

never were criminal. Unless the act has a necessary connection to 

the mind as a result to cause, the act is without fault. This does not 

contradict free will, for unless the sinful, the vicious or the criminad 

act is voluntaiy, unless it is intentional rather than accidental—or if 

negligent, capable of being attributed to a willful error of judgment— 

the act is without fault and the agent without guilt. 

Historical î ote 

The problem of personal responsibility appears early in the 

literature of the western world. Homer implies the concept in outline 

form as it is allied to free will and opposed to fatadism or predesti

nation*"^ The concept receives its first full analysis, though, in 

the hamds of the Greek tragedlams, Aesctylus, Sophocles and Euripides* 

^ ^ Hume, Human Understanding, sect. 8, part 2, p. Ii85* 

^ ^ Homer, The Iliad (Chicagoi Brltannica Great Books, 1952), 
bk* 6, p. ki* 
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In atteipting to justify the ways of God to man, Plato gives the problem 

its first analysis by a philosopher. Aristotle defines the limits of 

personal responsibility in his discussion of voluntary and involuntary 

actions. The problem receives fuller attention from the Stoics amd 

Epicureans; however they seem to have added little new or original to 

the concept. The l^icureans, because they did not believe in any kind 

of cosmic order, did not find any conflict between free will and fate or 

fortune and thus could freely attribute responsibility* Chrysippus, a 

Stoic, is noted for his attenpt to reconcile personal responsibility with 

determinism; yet his resolution was not widely accepted and had little 

influence in the western tradition. The conflict between personal respon

sibility and free wiU, on the one hand, and predestination and collective 

responsibility, on the other, is reflected extensively in the Old Testament. ̂ 3 

In the New Testaunent collective responsibility is hardly mentioned or ad«» 

luded toj however the problem of free will and divine foreknowledge, pre

destination and election is treated at length* Yet the relationship of 

personad responsibility to divine governiiient is not basically changed from 

the way it appears in the older Hebraic books. St. Augustine seems to 

see no conflict between personal responsibility and divine foreknowledge, 

yet tends to be inconsistent in his views. From Austins to Spinoza, St. 

Thomam Aquinas is the foremost authority on the problem. He found no 

difficulty in reconciling the concept with divine government and estaQ}-

llshed what came to be the standard point of view xmtil the middle of the 

seventeenth century. 

103 See Chapter II for a more ooiqplete discussion* 
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Summary 

Responsibility is related to justice through the amplication of 

justice in natural or positive law. Neither tiie formidation of justice 

ais "might makes right," nor the formulation of law as the will of the 

ruler involve any concept of responsibility, but these concepts have 

not found much acceptance in the western trauiition. Some hold that 

justice is consequent to the constitution and the laws of a state, 

wherety only individual acts, not the law or constitution itself, may 

be judged just or unjust. But again, this formulation does not repre

sent the malnstreauB of western tradition. Natural justice, frequently 

associated with natural law, applies to all men in all conditions and 

at adl times; it is the standard ty which not only individual acts but 

adso constitutions amd positive laws are judged just or unjust. All 

positive law, then, should be formulated in accordance with the natural 

principle or the associated natural law. Because natural justice, natural 

law amd positive law are violable, because they operate in the readm of 

freedom, man is morally responsible for obedience. In addition, mam is 

raoradly responsible for adherence to natural law and natural justice in 

that they direct mam's actions in regai'd to right and Trrong. 

Law is applied to man through his reason; frequently natural law 

is made one with reason. And as the law is violable, an element of 

choice is involved. Man, then, through reason controls his free will so 

that his actions conform to the law. Violations of the law fall into 

three basic categories: sin, vice, and crime. Sin, in the religious 

conofpt, is a violation of divine law| vice is a violation of natural 
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law; and crime is a violation of positive law. For violation of divine 

lanr or natural law, man is held moradly responsible; for violation of 

positive law, mam is held legadly responsible. And insofar as man is 

responsible, he is a fit object for tiie punishment associated with the 

violation of a pau^icular law: either just, retributive punishment or 

punishment calculated to reform the criminal or deter others. 

Responsibility, then, is a state or fact of being held accountable, 

as a condition of just punishment or reward, for the adherence of one's 

free and rationad actions or thou^ts to natural or positive law. 

10^ See Figure 1* 
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CHAPTER IX 

RESPONSIBILITy IN HEBRAIC AND CLASSICAL LITERATURE 

In the early years of the western tradition, two great streams of 

thought combined to form one, the Hebraic and the Hellenic. In both cam 

be found parallel ideas and trends of development. The concept of 

personal responsibility is found in both, and the major conflicts and 

relationships of the concept seem to be parallel. Such conpatlbility 

mauie the fusion of the two a relatively sinple process for the writers 

of the later periods and made the fusion almost inevitable. From both 

Greek and Hebrew sources developed the concepts of justice and law 

whose relationships to responsibility have adready been discussed. Also, 

the Greek dramatists reflected in their tragedies a concept of sin and 

punlshaent remarkably like the Hebrew. 

The books of the Old Testaunent and the Apocrypha present ty 

reflection the trend and development of the Hebrew concept of respon

sibility; the Greek tragedians, Aesctylus, Sophocles and Euripides, 

reflect the highly developed concept of responsibility in Greek thou^t. 

writers who have been concerned with the problem of personal responsibility 

after these two sources coiriDlned to form one main stream have used as a 

basis the concept as it orlglnadly appears in Hebraic and Greek literature. 

Plato and Aristotle discuss the problems concerned with personal respon

sibility and fundamentally support the ideas reflected in Greek drama. 

Augustine and Aquinas examine the problems connected with personal respon

sibility, primarily from the point of view of the Judaeo-Christian tradi

tion, and fundamentally uphold the ideas reflected in the Old Testament, 

except that the old Hebrew doctrine of collective rei^onsibility is 

51 
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discoimted as Ezekiel indicated it should be and in its place is insti

tuted the Chrlstlam doctrine of orlglnad sin. As the doctrine of original 

sin has adready been discussed in relation to responsibility, it need not 

here be re^amalyzed. But the siebraic background must be considered at 

length for the illumination it provides the Hebraic and Christian origins 

of individuad responsibility. 

The Old Testament 

There is seldom amy doubt in the Old Testament authors that a 

reasoning man is held responsible for his violations of law, though they 

need to remind their people of the fact and dispell the tenptatlon to 

blame God for the evil they suffer, rather than themselves. But Old 

Testament writers are not philosophers in the sense that Plato or 

Aristotle are; they do not prove a truth or justify it or resolve all 

of the conflicts in a concept. They merely assert. Thus some of the 

major problems involved in determining the extent of man's responsibility 

are not resolved. The resolution of such problems, where resolution is 

possible, has been left mainly to the Christian writers of later ages. 

Collective Responsibility 

In the Hebrew tradition the major opposition is between those who 

believe in collective responsibility, the sins of the fathers visited 

upon the children; and those who hold that a man is responsible only for 

^ See above p. 32. 

2 
See above pp* 33ff. 
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his own personad sins. The problem of collective responsibility seems 

to be reflected in the story of the fadl of Adam amd Eve as God says to 

the serpent, "I will put enmity between you amd the woman, amd between 

your seed auid her seed*" (Genesis 3tl5) To Eve He says, "In pain you 

shaH bring forth children." (Genesis 3tl7) And to Adam He says, "Cursed 

is the ground because of youi . . . you are dust and to dust you shall 

return." (Genesis 3il9) The implication of these disconnected passages 

seems to be that the punishment for this sin will apply not only to 

Adam and Eve, but also to all their descendamts. As has already been 

3 

demonstrated, this story has been used ty later writers to develop a 

Christian doctrine i^ich is quite different from the Hebrew concept of 

collective responsibility. However, until the distinction is made ty 

later Old Testament writers between personal sin and collective sin, 

tills story forms the bausis of the Hebrew concept. 

The first clear pronouncement of collective responsibility comes, 

however, when Moses delivers God's positive law to the Children of 

Israel from Mt. Sinai* He announces to them a punishment for the 

violation of the second law which would apply not only to the sinner 

but also to the sinner's children: "For I the Lord your God eun a jealous 

God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third 

and the fourth generation of those who hate me." (Exodus 20:5. Cf. 

Exodus 3U:6-7> Numbers Ii4:l8, and Deuteronony 519-10) It shoidd be 

noted that this punishment is pronounced ty God, not man, for violation 

of God's law, not man's, ^dern critics associate this concept with 

3 See above pp* 33ff. 
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naturad law and elsln its continued operation today, though modem 

payefaologists and sociologists analyse it in terms quite different from 

theology or philosopty. The people to whom Moses spoke were well 

aequalnted with the idea of collective responsibility, for in amclent 

times the family was the unit and the guilt as well as the disgrace for 
5 

a crime fell upon the whole fauaily* And as three or four generations 

would frequently be living together, it is eaisily seen how the "third 

and fourth generations" would receive the punishment, and would feel 

the guilt* 

The warning is repeated on severad occaisions. The last is in the 

delivery of the Deuteronomic Law pr|k|>r to entry into the Promised Land. 

Though in the "Ten Words" of this law is repeated the idea of collective 

responsibility, later, as the author e3q>ands the application of the laws 

to specific cases, a conplimentary idea is introduced. In the context 

of outlining concepts of justice and equity between men, the writer 

says, "The fathers shall not be put to death for the children, nor shall 

the children be put to death for the fathers; every man shall be put to 

death for his own sin." (Deuteronony 2Utl6) This mam-made law, thou^ 

baused on God's law, does not superceed the concept of collective respon-

sibilityi man may not Invoke collective responsibility for violation of 

man's law or for Injury done to man; God only may pronounce collective 

puttishnent, and for violation of ^d's law* The writer must have 

^ Frederick C. Eislen, et al*, editors, ^le Abingdon Bil:le 
Coiaaentary (New York: Ablngdon^EBsbury Press,'T5"29}, p* 2651 ffer< 
afier died as Bislwi, Bible Commentaiy. 

^ Ibid., p* 336-337. 



foreseen that there would be unjust rulers and so Included in the law 

the concept of individual responsibility to protect the people from 

unjust application of the law. If a king or ruler held a grudge against 

a mam, he ml^t piinish the mam for some known sin of the mam's father 

because he could find no other legad way of executing his will and 

having revenge* This new law, attributed to Moses, prevents man from 

talking what is only God's prerogative. When Amazlah became king of 

Judah upon the murder of his father, he killed the servants who had^ 

slain the king but did not put to death the children of the murderers. 

He justifies tills action ty quoting from i^e law of Moses. (II Kings 

m:l«6; of* II Chronicles 25i3-^) 

What appears to be an exception to the law occurs about seven 

years aifter David has become king*^ There has been famine for three 

years. The Lord told David that there was "blood guilt on Saul and 

his house because he put the Glbeonites to death." (II Samuel 21 il) 

The Glbeonites were not Israelites, but tiie Hebrews had sworn to spare 

them* David, after consulting the oracle, called the remainder of the 

Glbeonites together and asked, "What shall I do for you? And how shall 

I make expiation, that you may bless the heritage of the Lord?" (II Sam

uel 21t3) Shey^demandedLthat seven of Saul's sons be turned over to 

them "so that we may hang them up before the Lord at Gideon on the 

mountain of the Lord." (XI Samnel 21t6) David gave them seven grand

sons of Saul, "and the seven of them perished together* They were put 

^ Eislen, Bible Coanentary, p* 1|09. 
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to death in the first days of harvest, at the beginning of barley 

harvest*" (II Samuel 21t9) 

The massacre of the Glbeonites by Saul had been in contravention 

of the covenamt found in Joshua, Chapter 9. Years later, the prolonged 

drought would be ascribed Inevitably to divine displeasure, and the 

oracle attributed the displeasure to Saul's treachery. It has been 

suggested that David or Abiathar, sole survivor of the priests of Nob, 

might have suggested this cause so that there would be a good excuse 

for externlnatlng the house of Saul;' many of David's acts were not in 

accordamce with God's wishes. But the point of the story seems more to 

be the pacification of God: the human sacrifice in atonement for divine 

displeasure. If this is true, amd the cause of God's anger is rifrhtly 

attributed, then God Invoked collective responsibility amd punished 

throu^ David. But whether or not the cause of anger is rightly placed, 

if the death of the seven is as atonement, it does not matter whether the 

men sacrificed were guilty of any sin or were responsible collectively 

for auy sin of their fatfier. That atonement is intended is indicated 

in versee six and ninet Saul's sons were hamged up "unto the Lord;" and 

further indicated in verse fourteen when God "heeded supplications for 

the land" and sent rain* (II Saumiel 21 :m) 

There is continued argument throu^out the Old Testament over tho 

matter of collective responsibility. In Joshua, this story is told of 

Achan. Joshua, after xloses's death, is leading the Hebrews in the 

conquest of Canaan. The Hebrew people have been charged that in 

7 Eislen, Bible Coi«nentary> p* U09. 
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defeating the inhabitants and collecting their property they are not to 

take axy plunder for themselves* But Acham takes a beautiful mantle, 

two hundred shekels of silver and a bar of gold weighing fifty shekels. 

When he is discovered, he is brought to judgment ty God's commamd with 

his sons and daughters, his oxen, asses amd sheep, and all that he has, 

"and all Israiel stoned him with stones; they burned them with fire, amd 

stoned them with stones." (Joshua 7119-26) Again in the Psadms collect

ive responsibility is appeaded to for just retribution for evil. This 

praycKT for vengeance seems unusual among the Psalms, and reflects some 

of the relationships betwcien justice, punishment amd responsibility: 

Be not silent, 0 God of ny pradsei 
For wicked and deceitful mouths are opened 

against me, 
speaOdLng against me with lying tongues. 

They beset me with words of hate, 
and attausk me without cause. 

In return for ny love t^ey accuse rae, 
even as I make prayer for them. 

So they reward me evil for good, 
and hatred for ny love. 

Appoint a wicked man agadnst him; 
let an au;cuser bring him to triad. 

When he is tried, let him come forth guilty; 
let his prayer be counted as sinS 

Sisy his days be few; 
may another seize his goods! 

May his children be fatherless, 
amd his wife a wldowl 

May his children wander aibout and beg; 
may they be driven out of the ruins 

they inhabit! 

May the creditor seize all that he hais; 
may stramgers plunder the fruits of his toil! 

Let there be none to extend kindness to him, 
nor any to pity his fatherless children! 

May his posterity be cut off; 
niy his name be blotted out in the second 

g«3eratlonl 
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May the iniquity of his fathers be remembered 
before the Lord, 

and may his memory be cut off from the earth! 
For he did not remember to show kindness, 

but pursued the poor and needy 
amd the brokenhearted to their death. 

He loved to curse; let curses come on him! 
He did not like blessing; roâ  it be far 

from him! 
He clotiled himself with cursing as his coat, 

may it soaUc into his boty like water, 
like oil into his bones! 

May it be like a gaurment which he wraps round 
him 

like a belt with i^ich he daily girds 
himself! 

May this be the reward of ny accusers from 
the Lord, 

of those who speaQc evil against ny life! 
(Psalm 109:1-20) 

In Ecclesiasticus the prophet criee out. 

The children of sinners are abominable children. 
And they frequent the dwellings of the ungodly. 
The inheritance of sinners' children ̂ all perish. 
And with their posterity shall be a perpetual reproach. 
Children will conpladn of am ungodly father. 
Because they shadl be reproached for his sake. 

(Ecclesiamticus id:5-7) 

And in the Batylonlam captivity, Baruch says, " . . . for we have called 

to mind adl the iniquity of our fathers, that sinned before thee. Behold, 

we are yet this day in our captivity, where thou hast scattered us, for a 

reproach amd a curse, and to be subject to penalty according to all the 

iniquities of our fathers, which departed from the Lord our God." (Baruch 

3I7-8) 

Toward the close of the Old Testanent, the concept of collective 

responsibility seems to give w ^ to a concept of individuad responsibility. 
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The way had been pointed earlier ty Moses, and in the time of Jeremiah 

a positive statement is made that collective responsibility will no 

longer prevadl in the future. In the context of explaining the reform 

of Judiasm, Jeremiah is "assured that though church and state must 

vanish in Judah, true religion coidd continue and should continue 

among the hunible men who worshipped Jehovah." In this spirituadized, 

rather than institutionalized, religion, Jeremiah assures the Hebrew 

people of a new day; and so they will not fadl into fatadlstlc despadr, 

he tells them, "In those days they shall no longer say: 'The fathers 

have eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge.' But 

every one shadl die for his own sin, each mam who eats sour grapes, his 

teeth shadl be set on edge*" (Jeremiah 31i29-30) But in Lamentations it 

is nourned, "Our fatheurs sinned, and are no more; and we bear their 

iniquities." (Lamentations 5i7) It appears, though, that collective 

responsibility is used as a sop to smear over individual guilt, for only 

a few verses later is remarked, "The crown hais fallen from our head: woe 

to us, for we have sinned." (Lamentations 5il6) Finadly in Ezekiel, 

the concept of collective responsibility is absolutely refuted: "What do 

you mean ty repeating this proverb concerning the land of Israel, 'llie 

fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on 

edge*? As I Itivo, says the Lord God, this proverb shall no more be 

used ty you in Israel." (Ezekiel 18:2-3) In its place Is substituted 

Individual responsibilityi "Therefore I will judge you, 0 house of 

Israel) overy one according te his ways, says the Lord God." (Ezekiel 18:30) 

8 Eielen, Bible Comnentsry, p. 679. 
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This, says Ood, is the just way of punishing; the old way in Israel 

is unjust. 

Free Will 

Along with the argument ov&r collective responsibility, the 

concern with free will and predestination is echoed throu^out the Old 

Testament. The first exposition of free will, as related to responsibility, 

comes in the books generadly attributed to Moses, in the third chapter 

of Genesis, the story of the fall of Adam and Eve, later expanded ty 

Milton into Paradise Lpstj presents in broad outline the concept and 

the consequent problems. God has placed Adam and Eve in the Garden of 

Eden and has delivered to them one laws that they shall not eat of the 

fruit of a certain tree. The permissive quality of the law—the quality 

of the law that makes it violable—and the e^qpectation of obedience to the 

law inply the free will of the coiq}le and their ability to control will 

and action ty reason. Since a punishment for disobedience is promulgated 

at the same time as the law, responsibility is made a condition of just 

punishment, as free will and reason are made conditions of rosponsiblllty. 

God holds Adam and Eve responsible for adherence to divine law, yet gives 

them the ability to disobey. Under tenptatlon by the serpent. Eve, of her 

own free will and with full knowledge and understanding of the law, dis

obeys God's commandment. Adam, tfarou^ Inordinate love of Bve, knowingly 

and willfully dlsobsys also* In pronouncing his judgment, God definitely 

assigns responslbilityi "Because you have done this," He says to the 

snake* (Genesis 3till) And to Adam He says, "Because you have listened 

to the voice of your wife." (Genesis 3tl7). The same would seem to 
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apply to Eve throu^ contextual association though a similar phrase is 

not used. 

As previously stated, thiKre is seldom any doubt in the minds of 

Old Testaunent authors that reasoning men are held responsible for their 

acts which violate law, but at times the reported decrees of God seem 

to mitigate the responsibility. For example, in the oracles of Jeremiah 

on the fate of nations, God amnounces punishment to come upon Egypt and 

tells Israel not to fear, that He ^hrill save you from afar, and your 

offspring, from the land of their captivity." (Jeremiah U6t27) God's 

divine foreknowledge is revealed and election of the liebrew people 

indicated. The concern seems to be more with the fate of a people, 

however, than with individual wills, but predestination is inplied* 

Since, though, the bondage in Eg3rpt was punishment for sin, the deliver

ance from bondage can be considered as termination of punishment. Further

more, God iirplies continued freedom of individual wills. He says that 

He is with them to save them from the punishment decreed for their 

Egyptian captors, that He has not deprived them of His guiding hand, but 

that He will punish them in just measure: i.e. their deserved punishment 

will come but it will not extend to keeping them in bondaige and suffering 

the punishment Egypt is to suffer. (Jeremiah U6:27-28; cf. Jeremiah 

30110-11) Though not specifically stated, the inplication seems also to 

be that the part of the oracle concerning the Hebrews will come to pass 

on condition of continued faith in God and adherence to His commandments. 

The instamces in which fjreedom of will is called into question ty 

divine predestination seem always to be in connection with punishment. 

Men sin and as punishment God allows them to fall further into sin ty 
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withdrawing his direction from their minds. Thus in the context of a 

prayer aisklng God to come agadn to the people in favor as in the days 

of Moses, the prophet Isadah plaices part of the blame for the people's 

sins on Godi 

0 Lord, wty dost thou make us err from t ty ways 
And harden our heart, so that we fear thee not? 

Return for the saike of t ty servamts. 
The tribes of tty heritage* (Isaiah 63:17) 

The word "heart" should be tadcen here in the more usual Old Testaunent 

meaning of "mind*" This "heardening of the heart" was prophesied 

earlier to Isaiah. This was to be the Hebrew's pimishment for s in . 

When Isaiah wais called to be a prophet, God's message to him was that 

the Hebrew people w i l l hear God's word as Isadah declares i t , but they 

w i l l not be moved by i t* Th^ are s inful people and are not to be 

healed. They w i l l be blinder tham ever—hardened, not softened. Their 
9 

minds will be closed. God seems to interfere with the individuad will, 

for, as they cam be healed only if they see, hear, and understand, Ood 

says they will not understamd lest they turn and be headed. (Isadah 

6:8-10) A similar Instamce seems to have taken place during the con

quest of Cauiaam. Joshua, after Moses's death, has assumed leaulership 

and is conquering Camaan* ty divine will the minds of all the Canaanites, 

except the Hlvites, are hardened against God so that they will war with 

the Hebrew people amd be exterminated* But because the people of Canaan 

had never followed the Hebrew God, His operating on them could be 

Interpreted as their natural resistance to an invaiding enei^ who not 

^ Eislen, Bible Commentary, p* 1|63« 
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only would take their land away but who also posed a religious threat. 

In this sense, the free will of the Canaanites would not be violated. 

In contrast, there are a nmaber of instances in which complete 

freedom of man's will is clearly implied if not stated. Moses in Moab 

entreats tiie people to keep God's law, saying that he has presented the 

people with "life and good, death and evil." If the people obey God's 

reveaded law, they will live, multiply and be blessed in their new land. 

But if they turn away from God to the worship of other gods, "you shall 

perish; you shadl not live long in the land which you are going over 

the Jordan to enter and possess; . . . therefore choose life, that you 

and your descendants may live." (Deuteronony 30:15-20) Thus the people 

are left free to choose, but if they choose wrongly they will be held 

responsible amd must suffer the consequent pimishment. The people of 

Israel did not, however, closely heed the warning of lk>see, and God, 

rather than interfere with individual will, allowed them to sink further 

into sin as punishment for previous sin. 'Thether or not the specific 

reference to Moses's pronouncement was intended, something similar is 

referred to as the psadmist, in quoting a voice he heard, tells that 

the voice announced, "I am the lord your God." Then it continued. 

But ny people did not listen to ny voice; 
Israel would have none of me. 

So I gave them over to their stubborn hearts, 
to follow their own counsels. (Psalm 81:11-12) 

The inplication is not only that the people exercise their free will, but 

that they are also responsible for their actions and must suffer punish

ment* Finally, as Ezekiel denounces the conc^t of collective respon

sibility and supports the concept of individual responsibility, he 
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elesrly Implies freedom of man's will* "When a righteous man turns 

away from ri^teousness and comraits iniquity,, he shadl die for it; . . . 

Agadji, when a wicked man turns away from the wickedness he has conmitted 

amd does what is lawful and right, he shall save his life." (Ezekiel 

18:16-17) Thus, mam, ty his own will, may choose which way he will 

turn* God does not, except for punishment, will anyone's death, "For 

I have no pleausure in the death of anyone, says the Lord God; so turn 

and live*" (Ezekiel 18i32) The Old Testament position seems to be 

conpletely summed up in "the wisdom of Jesus the son of Sirach": 

Say not thou, It is throu^ the Lord that I fell away; 
For thou Shalt not do the things that he hateth. 
Say not thou. It is he that caused me to err; 

« « « 

He himself made man from the beginning. 
And left him in the hand of his own counsel* 
If thou wilt, thou Shalt keep the commandments; 
And to perform faithfulness is of thine own 

good pleasure. 
He hath set fire amd water before thee: 
Thou Shalt stretch forth tty hand unto 

whichsoever thou wilt. 
Before man is life and death; 
And whichsoever he liketh, it shadl be given him. 

« « « 

He hath not commamded any man to be imgodly; 
And he hath not given any man license to sin. 

(Ecclesiasticus 15t11-20) 

The Agamemnon Trilogy 

Collective Responsibility 

In Greek tragedy, collective responsibility plays a large part, 

usually in the form of a curse irtiich is placed on a house and which 

passes from generation to generation. As developed in the plays, the 
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doemfsll of a g^eat faaily is attributed to the curse which was pro-

nouneed years earlier* What distinguishes the Greek ooneept of eolleot-

IT S reaponsibility from the Hebrew is the fact that the Greek person who 

suffers for the sins of the father is at the same time suffering for his 

own slnst the sins of the father are considered the predisposing cause 

^ the son's sins*^ The Hebrew person may, theoretically, be suffering 

tor the sins of his father while he himself is innocent* Also, the 

Hebrew is punished ty the teaporal scourges sent by God, while the 

Qreek suffers throu^ action of the natural law of revenge upon the 

doer* The Greek oonoept differs from tiie Christian concept of original 

Sin in that the latter applies to all mankind for eternity idille the 

former applies only to one particular family*^ 

In ancient times, tiie justice whl<^ applied to injurious acts 

waui conceived as the naturad law that "the d o ^ most suffer*" This law 

ihat sin mist bring punlshaent was mainly envisioned as a form of blood-

feud; it was blood oalling for blood* Neither the state nor the religion, 

in the aost prioitlve tiaes, were concerned with the punlshaent of a 

euoisliyor* Vengeanee fell to the relatives of the sladn, amd at their 

own hasard* Also, vengeance fell upon the relatives of the murderer if 

he did not survive to aeet his punlshaent. Even though a particular 

glaring was vengeance for a previous offence, it yet constituted am act 

which BBist be avenged In turn* The action of the law was mechanical 

and took into consideration no altigating circumstances* So with one 

^ See note 12 on page 68* 

^ See ahafwm f^ 3^ 
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iBirder s ehadn of murders was started which would pass from generation 

to generation until none remained to take vengeamce, or until none 

rMHilned upon whoa vengeamce was to fadl. This Dike, or law of retri

bution, had two aspects: it was a law of nature stating a fact, and 

also a moral law enjoining a duty. The sinner was both punished and 

ought to be punished. 

Thus, in the simplest form, this blood-feud took the form of a 

vendetta, as -ŵ en a man killed one of another tribe. There was no sin 

or pollution in this, thou^ the kindred of the murdered stranger would 

be expected by honor or duty to try to avenge him* The murderer, 

whether his act was voluntary or involuntary, did not suffer from the 

stain of blood; he was not a criminal. He might be driven into a 

foreign lamd ty the avengers, but once there, he was free from fear* 

The kinsmen of his victim were not bound to pursue him abroad. 

If a mam killed, not a stranger, but his own kinsman, he had 

shed the "kindred blood" and coioidtted a read sin. He was polluted azKl 

he polluted all who associated with him. The children, especially the 

male descendamts, of the murdered mam were honor bound to take up the 

blood-feud even though their vengeance would be on a close relative 

wherety the avenger would also become polluted. For exanple, if a 

daughter killed her father, she consBltted real sin and was polluted. 

The son was obligated to seek vengeance for hie father even though it 

meant killing his sister amd becoalng himself polluted for the shedding 

of kindred blood* 

But what if there were no avenger left? Wit^ the ancient Greeks, 

the duty of blood-revenge was Indlsolubly associated with the belief 
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that the soul survived attar the death of the body. Though there was 

no visible human avenger, the murdered man possessed the power of curse 

wherety he could visit unending evil on his murderer. And if the 

murdered man's kinsmen failed to assume the duty which devolved upon them, 

the curse of their murdered kinsman would fall upon them as well as on 

the murdaorer. Furthermore, as the son of the murderer inherited the 

guilt of his father, so the son of the kinsman to the murdered man 

Inherited his father's obligation of vengeance in the same way he 

inherited his father's property; and if he failed to acknowledge the 

duty due a parent, his father's "unseen wrath" would fadl upon him 

just as if the son had himself been guilty of bloodshed* Thus, the 

sin of omission was equal in gravity to the sin of coioBlsslon. The law 

acted under all conditions; the doer must suffer. This is the law of 

Themis and of the Erinyes. 

At a later period, but still earlier tham Aesctylus, a moral 

sense evolved that murder did Involve pollution not only of the murderer 

but also of adl with whom he aissociated. For the murderer, regardless 

of irtiom he killed or of the cause or the extenuating circumstances, 

there was no purification or expiation. No longer could the slayer pay 

blood-money to the kinsmen of his victim or flee to a foreign lamd. The 

unseen spiritual agents of vengeamce could not be escaped, and, ais 

previously, the same penalties would apply to the rebellious relatives 

who shirked their sacred duty of blood-vengeance. Life was, then, only 

slightly less terrible for such kinsmen and the man who had innocently 

or justifiably shed the blood of his fellow man as it was for the 

vicious murderer* 
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It can eaislly be seen how such blood-feuding, how such obligation 

for vengeance upon the murderer, would create a curse upon a house which 

continued indefinitely. In such a conception of Dike a son would be 

responsible collectively for the obligation of his father to seek venge-

amee for a murdered klnsmam, iriille another son would be responsible 

coUeetlvely for the sin of his father in murdering someone. It is in 

this sense that the sins of the father became the predisposing cause of 

the son's sins. 

Under such mechamlcad operation of law, how could there ever be 

an end? How could there ever be any forgiveness? The God of social 

order, Apollo, brought some measure of deliverance. And though the 

obligation of blood-revenge was too deeply fixed ty custom to be 

remitted, the severities could be relieved. Thou^ bloodshed wais still 

thou^t to involve guilt, the pollution was not to pass forever to the 

house of the murderer or to the folk he might infest. Also, those iriio 

had not wantonly tadcen humam life could be oieanaeE of the polluting 

blood auxl purified, ^irough Apollo, the souls of murdered men no 

longer came forth to blast the living with their curse. Aesctylus made 

this morad evolution into the dramatic evolution of the Oresteia. In 

his concern with the establishing of the formal legad procedures to be 

found in the highly developed code of his native Athens, and especiadly 

•̂ 2 Later in this thesis, it will be shown how punishment came also 
for individuad sin which fell outside the curse, i.e. punishment for sins 
committed of free will rather tham out of obligation to Dike* In the 
Oresteia, the two are intertwined conpletely to make punishinent for the 
curse be also punishment for individual sin. 
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in the proceedings of the Court of the Areopagus, Aesctylus was also 

concerned with the establishing of some of the limits of personal respon

sibility. He started where there was no legal code to cover a case in 

idiich the facts were undisputed, paussed to a case where the facts, though 

undisputed, extenuated the act. He ended with the establishing of ordered 

law under the authority of the Olymplam gods, a humamized law more fully 

administering true justice, not through mechanical operation, but through 

feeling, understanding and forgiveness. 

In the Agamemnon story, the curse started with Tantalus, great 

grandfather of Agamsomon«^3 Tantalus was the son of Zeus and Pluto amd 

was the intimate friend of Zeus and the other gods* He abused divine 

favor, however, ty killing his son Pelops and serving him to the gods, 

boiled amd cut in pieces, in order to test their powers of observation.-^ 

The gods detected the crime, and none of them would touch the food except 

Demeter, who, distracted ty the loss of her dau^ter Persephone, ate part 

of the shoulder. Pelops was restored to life, amd the shoulder consumed 

by Demeter was replaced ty one of ivory. He lived on Olynpus until he 

was cast out from heaven because of the sins of his father. He then 

vied with twelve other aspirants for the hand of Hippodameia, the daugh

ter of Oenomaus, in a chariot race* He is usuadly said to have bribed 

Oenomaus's charioteer, Myrtllus, to take out his master's linch-pins 

and substitute wax dummies. As a result, Oenomaus was thrown and killed. 

^ Aesctylus alludes to this early origin, but he goes no further 
tham Atreus, Agamemnon's father, for the start of the curse wiiich befell 
Agamemnon* 

^ "Tantalus," Encyclopaedia Brltannica (1951), XXI, p. 796. 
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amd Pelops married Hippodameia*^ '4hen %rtilus claimed his promised 

rewaurd, Pelops flung him into the sea, amd from his dying curse came 

16 
the woes of the house of Pelops* 

Among the sons of Pelops were Atreus and Ttyestes. Ttyestes 

seduced his brother's wife, Aerope, and was consequently driven from 

the land. To avenge himself for this bamishment, Ttyestes sent 

Plelsthenes, Atreus's son whom Ttyestes had brought up as his own, to 

kill Atreus; but Plelsthenes was himself slain ty his own father. Later, 

Ttyestes was recalled and was served the flesh of his son whom Atreus 

had sladn. He fled in horror, but was later found amd inprlsoned* 

Aeschylus has Aeglsthus tell the story in this way: 

Atreus, his /Agamemnon's/ sire, who here bear 
rule, because ~ 

His power wais chadlenged, did his father's son 
Ttyestes, ny dear father—dost thou mark me? — 
Outlaw and ban from home and kingdom both. 
Himself, poor mam, a suitor for his life. 
Recalled from exile, foimd fair terms enough; 
No death for him, no staining with his blood 
This paurent soil. But, for his entertainment, 
Atreus, this mam's cursed father, irtth more heat 
Than heart towards mine, with a pretended stir 
Of welcome—oh, a high-day of hot jointsj 
Dished up for him a mess of his own babes. 
The hands and feet he chopped amd put aside; 
The rest, minced smadl amd indistinguishable. 
Served at a speclad table. So he ate 
Knowing not iHiat he ate; but, purge thine eyes. 
And own 'twas sauced with sorrow for his seed. 
And, iriien he saw what wickedness was done. 
He groamed; fell bakk, and spewed the gobbets î >. 
Clamouring damnation down on Pelops' line. 

^ "Oenomaus," Encyclopaedia Brltannica (I95l), IVI, p. 710. 

16 wpelops," Enqyclopaedia Brltannica (1951), XVII, p. kSi» 
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Yea, kicking over board and bamquet, cried, 
"So perish adl the house of Plelsthenes!" 
And with that push great Agamemnon fell.-*-' 

Meanwhile, Atreus had married Ttyestes's daughter who was the 

mother of Aeglsthus.^" Atreus sent Aeglsthus to murder Ihyestes, but 

Aeglsthus recognized his father and joined with him to kill Atreus and 

drive Menelaus and Agamemnon, sons of Atreus, from the country.^^ The 

two took refuge with lyndareus, king of Sparta, whose daughters they 

20 
married. Agamemnon married Clytaemnestra; Menelaus maurried Helen. 

Helen, then, as all readers of Homer know, ran aivay with Paris, causing 

the Trojan war. After two years of preparation, the Greek fleet amd 

arw assembled for the trip to Troy. Before sailing a csdm and pesti

lence and then adverse winds descended upon the fleet, threatening, as 

a result, the conplete disintegration of the fighting force. The 

prophet Calchas said that Artemis had sent the scourge to prevent the 

coming crimes that would be committed at Troy, even though Zeus had 

sent Agamemnon and !fenelaus on this trip of vengeance: 

Only let no doom of the gods darken 
upon this huge iron forged to curb Troy— 
from inward. Artemis the undefiled 
is angered with pity 

^7 Aesctylus, Agamemnon (Oiieago: Brltannica Great Books, 1952), 
translated ty G. M. Cookson, p. 68-69. Hereafter cited as Cookson, 
Agaupgnnon. 

•'•8 Aeglsthus is Ttyestes's son begot unwittingly upon his own 
daughter. 

^9 "Atreus," Encyclopaedia Brltannica (1951),II, p. 653. 

20 "Agamemnon," Enqyolopaedia Brltannica (1951), I, p. 337. 
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at the flying hounds of her father 
eating the unborn young in the hare 

and skivering mother. ^i 
She is sick at the eagle's feasting* 

To atone for this divine displeasure, Agamemnon sausrificed Iphlgenela 

upon connand of the governmental oouncil* Clytaemnestra was shocked; 

and w h U e Agamemnon was away at Troy, his old eneny Aeglsthus seduced 

Clytaemnestra amd helped her to develop a strong hatred for her 

husband. Nine yeau:*s later Troy was defeated. At this point Aeschylus 

began the first play of his trilogy on this story, Agamemnon. Clytaem

nestra received the news of the defeat of Troy, and, with pretended joy, 

prepared for the retiirn of her victorious husband. Agamemnon returned 

22 
wit^ Cassandra as his slave amd concubine* Clytaemnestra murdered 

them both* 

Of Agamemnon's children, Electra, Chrysothemis, and Orestes only 

were left. Orestes, the only son, was hurried away by Electra to be 

radsed ty a relative, lest, in fear that he would avenge his father's 

23 
death, Clytaemnestra or Aeglsthus also kill him* The two daughters 

2-̂  Aesctylus. Agameiaaon, in Oresteia (Chicago; University of 
Chicago Press, 19535* translated by Rlchmo"nd Lattimore, p. 39. Here
after cited as Lattimore, Agamemnon. Another version is that Agamemnon, 
in hunting, killed a stag which was sacred to Artemis; as a result, the 
goddess produced a calm that prevented the ships from leaving the port. 
CalchauB, the soothsayer, auinounced that the wrath of the goddess could 
only be appeased ty the sacrifice of a virgin daughter of the offender. 
Reluctantly, Agamemnon sacrificed his dau^ter Iphigenia* Cf. Thomas 
Bulflnch, f^hology (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 19U7), p. 213-llli* 

94 
Daughter of Priam, King of Troy* 

23 In Aesotylus it seems that Clytaemnestra sent Orestes to stay 
with a friend in another countzy, hoping to be rid of him without killing 
hia* 
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remained* Some years later, at which point Aesctylus began the second 

p l ^ , Choephoroe or gie Libation Bearers, Orestes did return for the 

avowed purpose of avenging his father's murder. He met with his sister 

Electra, who hsid, through secret communication, nurtured in him her 

hatred of her mother and step-father. Together they planned the murder, 

and Orestes sX9Cuted it. For sometime after Clytaemnestra's and 

Aeglsthus • s death, Orestes wamdered around the oountry -izith his friend 

Pylades, pui'sued ty the Furies. He appealed to Apollo for relief and 

was brought to trial at a special court established ty Athena. The 

appeal and trial of Orestes are the subject of the third play in the 

trilogy, Eumenides. 

That Ajaraemnon is considered responsible for the sins of his 

father has already been clearly stated in the passage quoted above 

from the Agamemnon, paurticularly in the last line. Agamemnon is 

suffering for the sins not just of Atreus, but the sins of the whole 

line from Tantalus. Clytaemnestra calls the curse 

A Lust Ij^carnate, Death that camnot die, 
lliat makes adl Tantalids murderers in the womb, 
Athirst for fresh blood ere the old be dry.25 

The Chorus says, 

•Tis a Destroying Angel, amgered sore 
Against this house; a ^Irit, great,amd strong 
And evil and insatiable, woe's me! 

2U See page 70. 

25 Cookson, Agamemnon, p. 67. 

^^ Ibid* 
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And, like his father, Orestes seems fated to suffer from the curse. At 

least Clytaemnestra thlxdcs so when she is given the false rnessage of 

Orestes's death* She appears to have hoped that because of his absence 

from the country he would escape the doom that has befalled all the 

house: 

Oh me! 
How are we stormed upon, broke, breaehed, despoiled! 
Unmastered curse of our unhappy house 
How wide thy range! Things out of reach tty bolt 
Brings down fTom far, and thou dost pluck from me 
To the last hair all, all, that I hold dear! 
And now Orestes; he that thought to plant 
His foot out of the mire of mudty death. 
The hope that ptysicked this debauch of blood. 
Pricked in tty roster answers to his name. ' 

Unchecked retribution hais. Indeed, kept alive the curse which has caused 

murder in every generation of the line* The Chorus bemoams this fact in 

prayer, and sees as the only solution that God intervene and "radse up a 

28 
fadlen house*" In title last speech after Orestes has killed his mother 

and step-father and haus fled raving, the Chorus movingly reviews the full 

extent of the effect of the sins of the father being visited upon the sons. 

They first recall the tragedy of Atreus and his brother Ttyestes amd 

allude to the earlier tragedies of Pelops and Tantalus. Then they recall 

the tragety of Agamemnon and his daughter, and finally that of Orestes 

and his father: 

There rose Three Winds and shook thee, sad palace 
where Power sat throned. 

27 Cookson, Choephoroe, p* 76. 

^^ Ibid*, p* 77. 
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And now the third blowel^ over, the last that 
the first atoned. 

The First Wind came with crying of children 
sladn long ago; 

Long, long was it a-dying, the Try est ean Woe! 
The next Wind swept with slaughter, but not ty 

the foeman's sword; 
All bloody was tiie water that laved Achada's lord. 
Now the Third Storm hath struck thee from the vaist 

of an infinite gloom; 
Shall 1 hail thee TTind of Deliverance, or art thou 

a blast of doom? 
Oh, when will tty course be finished, when wilt thou 

chamge and ceaise, 
And the stormy heart of Havoc be lulled into lasting 

pease?2^ 

The operation of the blood-feud is here clearly marked. Aeglsthus, 

because he is t^e son of Ttyestes, is obligated to avenge the evil done 

to his father ty Atreus* Since Atreus is dead, the vengeamce falls 

upon the sons. Menelaus has been lost in a storm returning from Troy, 

so Aeglsthus justly kills A^amemnon.'^ Because of the sacrifice of her 

daughter, Clytaemnestra justly kills Agamemnon also* 

But Agaunemnon's punishment can also be considered as retribution 

for his own sins. Having to kill his own daughter was punishment for 

divine displeasure of his own creating; he willfully set out for Troy* 

Suffering death was just punishment for killing his own daughter to 

further his a]i&}itlons* The latter is especially true from Clytaiemnestra's 

point of view because she does not recognize the death of her daughter 

Iphlgenela as atonement for divine displeasure, amd holds Agamemnon 

2^ Cookson, Choephoroe, p. 80* 

3" Though in Aesctylus, Clytaemnestra is the one who wields the 
ax, Aeglathus is equadly guilty with her of the murder. 
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solely responsible. After all, he has broken the law of Themis and the 

doer must suffer. So i^en Agamemnon returns victorious from Troy, she 

kills him and asserts, "Is't not a masterpiece / Of justice?" She has 

killed t^e mam 

Who, with no more concern tham for a beaust 
Taken and slaughtered from a thousamd flocks. 
Slew his own child, the darling of ny womb. 
For witchery against the Tliracian blow*31 

Agamemnon has, thou^, committed other sins for which his death is 

punishment* Early in the play, Clytaemnestra warns that Agamemnon 

must be careful lest he incur divine displeasure at Troy: 

And if they reverence the gods who hold the city 
and adl the holy temples of the captured land, 
they, the despoilers, ml^t not be despoiled in turn* 
Let not their passion overwhelm them; let no lust 
seize on these men to violate what they must not.32 

Later, when the Herald announces the arrivad of Agamemnon, he boaists 

of his master's doing exactly tist which Clytaemnestra warned: 

Salute him with good favor, as he well deserves, 
the man idio has wrecked Ilium with t^e spade of Zeus 
vindictive, wherety adl their plain has been laid waste. 
Gone are their adtars, the sacred places of the gods ^^ 
are gone, and scattered all the seed within the ground. 

So Agamemnon hats not only defiled the altars of the gods; he has disturbed 

the dead whose avenging spirits will surely call for justice. When he 

31 Cookson, Agamemnon, p. 67. 

32 Lattiaore, Agaaemnon, p* U5. 

^^ Ibid*, p* 50* 
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does enter, he Is persuaded ty the clever Clytaemnestra to walk on 

purple tapestries strewn for his path, though with a prayer deprecating 

the jealousy of heaven for the act. There is still another sin for 

which Agaaemnon must pay: he is responsible for the young lives destroyed 

in am unrighteous war. Countless Grecian homes have to mourn the loss of 

those they loved* 

The conflict between God's latw or natural law and human law or 

expediency is the dilemma i^ich both Agamemnon and his wife have to 

contend wlth*3* The governmental council which met on the eve of the 

sailing for Troy decreed that Iphlgenela must die. Agamemnon had to 

decide i^ether to violate the law of the state amd lose all his friends 

and allies, or whether to violate natural law by killing his own 

daughter* Such an act was not without precedenti other rulers had 

sacrificed their children to appease the gods or to satisfy justice* 

In conmenting on Agamemnon's position^ the Chorus thus quotes him, 

"It were a heavy doom to disobey; 
And heavy, if ny child, the ornament 
And glory of ny house, I needs must slay, 
A father's slaughterous hands foully imbrued. 
Hard ty the adtar, with her maiden blood*" 

"What choice is here where all is ill?" he cried**^^ 

He concludes, however, that the sacrifice is the lesser ill and bends 

his will to the necessity of his ambition. Clytaemnestra, in contrast, 

holds that ty adhering to the decree of the state amd following eaq)ediency. 

3^ Cf* the Antigone of Sophocles* 

3^ Cookson, Agaaemnon, p. 5b. 
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Agauoemnon has violated divine law and must suffer the just retribution 

of a H f e for a life* Of the Chorus she asks. 

Is he guile-free? 
Hath he not slain 

His own, even ny bramch, raised up from him, 
Iphlgenela, wept with all ny tears? 

Ah, to the traitor treachery! 
He hath discharged in blood his long arrears; , 

The measure he dealt is meted him again.3° 

Though she maintains that Agamemnon "hath his just quietus, "37 

her certainty is shaken by the Chorus and her own internad conflict, 

for in her just revenge she too has violated the law and must expect 

vengeamce* In her uncertadnty she turns for solace from the satis

faction of a principle of justice to any self-justification: "That 

38 
which we have done / 'Twas fated we should do." Because of duty 

she could not have done otherwise. And as Orestes is about to kill 

her she cries, "Destiny, dear child was the partner in ny guilt. "3" 

Yet at times she seems to realize that the law of Dike, though seem

ingly just, does not mitigate her responsibility for her action; as a 

result, she forebodes the coming of her punishment: 

* . . What's sown i s yet to reap; 
I t i s a haurrest where the corn stands deep 

36 Cookson, Agamemnon, p* 68* 

37 Ibid . 

^^ Ibid*, p* 69. 

3^ Ibid. , p. 79. 
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And we must carry home full loads of care. 
« « • 

Ah, might this prove the end-all of our woe.^ 

The Chorus seems to definitely state that the killing of Agamemnon is 

mere revenge and has no part of justice; that even thou^ Clytaemnestra 

may be partly a victim of the primitive law, she still is responsible 

for her act and killed her husbamd for reasons other than duty or 

obligation to law: 

Go to: that thou art innocent of this blood 
What witness wHl avouch? Though, it laay be. 
That Old Destroyer wove with thee the T̂ esh. 

* * * 

Wilt thou sing this death-song 
îurderess of thine own man; wail, and beat breast 

For tty most grevous wrong?^ 

Where will this justice of Themis end? Will there ever be a 

cessation from the blood-feud? Early in the Agamemnon, Aesctylus states 

his answer; it is only in the concept of Zeus as the Almighty Father 

who, being above the law, can learn, understand and forgive. The law 

of Themis and the Erinyes can neither understand nor forgive. The 

mechanical and automatic operation of the law is corrected ty the will 

of the Father. It is not broken; it is more truly and perfectly fulfilled, 

The approach to this new state of responsibility limited by hi^er 

authority, of law corrected and humanized by the equity of a wise man. 

Is approached through Orestes. Because of his father's murder, Orestes 

bo Cookson, Agaaemnon, p* 69* 

bl Ibid*, p* 68* 
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Bust seek vengeance, even thou^ ty such vengeance on a close relative 

he will become polluted* The oraole of Apollo has, however, swoxn to 

cleamse amd purity him of all pollution after the deed. It is made 

clear that Apollo works only the will of Zeus. Orestes will not be 

subject to collective responsibility for the sins of his father; 

Agaaemnon has paid for them with hie life. So, the obligation which 

falls upon Orestes because of Dike will not involve responsibility amd 

a contlnuamce of the curse because the operation of the law has been 

corrected by divine will. 

Free Will 

In the Choephoroe, the problem of free will and divine Intervention 

in the aUTfadrs of men becomes an inportant theme; and in the Suaenides, 

it becomes the central theme. Orestes kills his own mother and his 

ste]|»>»father, an act which seems to be both a crime against the state 

and a sin against the natural law. It is possible, though, that rather 

than being an evil act, it is an act of true justice; a retribution for 

previous injuiy which involves no moral guilt. But the question arises 

whether or not Orestes has the authority to execute punishment. Thou^ 

he does have the approval of the town's people as represented ty the 

Chorus, he certainly does not have the sanction of the government, for 

he is killing the heads of the state; also, as has alreaty been pointed 

out, the state was not concerned with the punishment of murderers. 

Orestes maintains that he is executing a justice aibove that of personal 

revenge; he is executing divine justice and has divine sanction* If 

Orestes does have authority from God, he is, it would seea, merely am 
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Instruaent of the gods and thus Incurs no moral responsibility for the 

killing, even though he beoaae that Instrument ty choice. 

T^at the death of Clytaemnestra and Aeglsthus is atonement for 

sin is early Implied in the Choephoroe* Clytaemnestra has haul am attaû k 

of conscience in a dream which was interpreted to mean that 

Underneath the earth's dark ground 
Are grieving spirits wroth exceedingly; . 
And 'tis against their murderers they rage.^2 

She sends her unwilling daughter Electra to Agamemnon's grave with offer

ings to appeause the dead. Thus, throughout this opening scene the idea 

that t^e gods, through a dead man's curse, are calling for justice 

against the murderers is created. The Chorus advises Electra to pray 

for "A Stern / Avenger; 'twill suffice; ask nothing more."^3 The Chorus 

adds that Ate, goddess of vengeance, is tireless when once started in 

pursuit* Electra takes the auivice and calls for just retributioni 

I pray Avenging Justice may rise up .. 
And hew them down, even as they hewed thee*^ 

And adl of Clytaemnestra's gifts to the dead will not save her, for 

after the crime is committed, nothing will atone for it till just 

punishment is executed* 

It is not only Clytaemnestra who will suffer retribution; 

Aegiathus adso must die* Though he had no direct hand in the killing, 

•*2 Cookson, Choephoroe, p* 70* 

^ Ibid*, p* 71. 

bb Ibid* 
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'he is yet held fully responsible with Clytaemnestra. He was, after adl, 

am Indirect cause; he did seduce Clytaemnestra and fam the flaune of her 

hatred* He had murdered Agaiaeanon in his heart. In a moment of self-

exaunlnation, he au^oepts iaaediate gain at the cost of future woe: "It 

shall go ill with me, but this man's gold / Shadl make me master."^^ 

Thus, he seems adso to accept responsibility for his acts and thoughts 

aigainst AgaaesKion, though his guilt for the killing is only ty association. 

But guilt ty association is vadid* Electra, at the grave-side, prepares 

to conadt acts which will bring more anger on her from her adready irate 

paurents, amd asks the Chorus, "Resolve me, friends, that you may share 

ay blame*" Later, she more explicitly states Aeglsthus's sin and 

fixes his responsibility! 

are sold for a price; yea, she that gave us birth 
Hath dispossessed us, taken to her bed 
Aeglsthus, with her guilty of tty blood***7 

Both Clytaemnestra and Aeglsthus must suffer for their sins. They camnot 

become the termination of the curse because their sins coninitted other 

than under the obligation to Dike have marked them. For the same reason 

Agamemnon coidd not be the end of the curse. Both Clytaemnestra and 

Aeglsthus are adulterers and usiupers of the throne. They both have 

killod for reasons other than Themis* 

b^ Cookson, Agaaemnon, p* 6b* 

b6 Cookson, Choephoroe, p* 71. 

**7 Ibid* 
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This aood of divine justice waiting to be satisfied is fully 

developed later in the play* After Orestes discovers himself to his 

sister at their father's grave, he prays to Zeus to spare himself and 

Electra; for if they are destroyed, there will be no one "to send and 

show Tty tokens aaong men*"^ They are, he maintains, "The young of 

him, Tty sacrificad priest, / A mighty honourer of Thine*" As Agauoemnon's 

children, children of the lawful ruler of the state, they are Zeus's 

representatives on earth. But aore specifically, Orestes is now a 

messenger from Apollo, charged with a specific duty. The oracle at 

Delphi has commanded Orestes to avenge his father's murder on pain of 

torture and death for failure. Orestes repeats the story to Electra this 

way: 

Great Loxias' word shadl never play me false. 
That bade me hold upon ay perilous way, 
Entonlng high, and horrors freezing clod. 
To make hot livers lunps of ice, forth-telling. 
If I tracked not ny father's murderers 
As t h ^ tracked him, nor took ny full revenge 
With brute, bull-fury gold cannot allay: 
}ISy life must answer for it, charged with all 
Afflictions that can rob us of our joy* 
Cf death in life, earth's sop to malice old. 
He with dread voice in our ̂ ail hearing told; 
As foul serpigoes camkerlng the flesh. 
Gnawing the native wholesomeness away. 
Till adl be furred with the white leprosy. 
Next, of the Haunting Furies, conjured \xp 
To take full vengeance for a father's blood. 
Seen in the dark, with horrible amaze 
Of eyes at stretch auid twitch of tortured brows; 
And that black arrow winged by pining ^osts 
Of murdered kindred, madness amd wild fear 
Shaped on the nl^t to harry and hound him forth 

U8 CookMn, Chowhoro., p. 72. 
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Raw with the excoananlcatlng scourge* 
He taustes not of the living cup; none spills 
With hia the red wine in the banquet-hadl; 
The sl^tless spirits of his father's wrath 
Forbid hia every altar; none will house 
Nor lodge with him; all sweet civilities 
Denied, and no man he may cadi his friend. 
He dies at last, death in each part of hia, 
A aoaaied wretch, embadmed in rottenness. 
Well—should I hearken to these oracles? 
If I do not, the deed is yet to do.b9 

An inportant qualification is inplied in the last two lines; 

Orestes aay choose to oboy the commailid or not to obey. True, he is 

urged to obedience by fear of punlshaent, ty the God's comaamd, ty grief 

for his father, and ty shame for his noble house* But still he is left 

free to choose* Even with the assurance that he is doing the will of God, 

Orestes feels the full weight of his duty. He wamts to accept the role 

outlined for him, but yet in his ndnd is the uncertainty of its justice, 

ty all his training he knows that matricide is one of the worst of sins. 

He adso fears the curse of Atreus's line and the torture of the Furies 

who pursue murderers. His position is much like the one his father had 

been in where adl choice is evil. He is in the inpossible dilemma created 

ty the mechanical operation of the primitive law: he sins if he ^irks 

his obligation to his father, and he sins if he fulfills the obligation. 

tn addition Is his natural revulsion at killing his own mother* Yet with 

Electra's and the Chorus's help, and with Apollo's promise in his heart, 

he generates a fury of courage and will kill his B»ther If it does cost 

his lifoi 

«•«•—' 

b? Cookson, Choephoroe, pp. 72-73. 
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Ha! Did she use him so despitefully? 
She shall aty full dearly her despite! 
With Heaven i^ help and hands to smite 

1*11 slay her in her blood and die! 
* « « 

So as their treason slew a royad man 
They may be tricked and t^e same noose they rove 
Strangle themselves, even as Loxias spoke, ^ 
Apollo, Prince and Prophet ne'er found false.^ 

With his couraige brau^ed like steel-drilled marble and joined securely 

with a calm heart he departs to murder. When he faces Clytaemnestra, he 

again has to assure himself that his act is just. Here the conflicts 

between just retribution and revenge, between divine justice and mecham

lcad law, between what is right amd what is expedient, between upright

ness of character amd human frailties are clearly stated. Clytaemnestra 

maintains that the curse of a murdered mother will follow Orestes, and 

that the act would be wrong. He replies that a murdered father's curse 

will plague him if he does not carry through, and that God has decreed 

the act to be rl^t. If it is justice that has killed Agaaemnon, then 

it is justice that kills her: 

CI. Child, fear'st thou not a mother's malison? 
Or. Mother! You cast me out to misery! 
CI. Not cast thee out. T h ^ were our trusty friends! 
Or. You basely sold me, born a free man's son. 
CI. Where is the price that I received for thee? 
Or. I am ashauned to tell tiiee openly. 
CI. Nay, do; but leave not out thy father's sins! 
Or. He wrought for thee while thou sat'st safe at home. 
CI. 'Tis nature, child; unmanned we ache and pine. 
Or. They win ye bread that ye may eat at ease. 
CI. Is it even so? Child, wilt thou slay thy mother? 
Or. Thou slay'st ttyself, it is not I that kill thee. 

^ Cookson, Choephoroea pp. 7b-75. 
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pfv.; Gl* Bevaure the ban-dogs of a mother's fury! 
Or. Exe^t I do this how shall I 'scape ny father's? 
CI* I aa like one that cries to the deaf grave! 
Or* ty father's fate strikes thee with adrs of death. 
CI* Thou art the aspic I brou^t forth amd nprsedl 
Or* Tty fearful dream was prophet of tty woe. 
And tty fold sin pays forfeit in tty sorrow*^! 

While Clytaemnestra approaches death, the Chorus concludes that 

Orestes will come forth innocent; he need not fear the Furies; ty his 

deed he will end the curse that has reigned so long and will do the 

work of true justice: 

Strike, strike for Hate's adlaylng. 
The House of Hate within. 

And with one sinless slaying 
Slau^ter the Seed of Sin* 
* * « 

Came He that loves the dark surprise 
Deep Retribution subtly planned; 

And Zeus' own Daughter in his conbat dire 
Her finger laid on the avenger's hamd; 

Men call her Justice—on her enemies ^o 
She vents the blaist of her consuming ire* 

But if he does not strike, he will surely comalt a sin. His friend 

tylades reminds hia of this to stay last-minute misgivings: 

TJhat then were Loxias' prophesyings worth. 
His holy oracles? What oaths deep-sworn? ĵ.. 
Better the world thine eneny than Heaven!-̂ *' 

This last statement adso clearly points out the conflict between the 

low of Cod and the naturad law that has placed Orestes in such a dileaBa* 

^^ Cookson, Cho^horoe, p* 79. 

52 Ibid*, pp. 78, 79. 

53 Ibid., p* 78* 
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After the killing, Orestes also makes a plea for immunity from sin. He 

appeals first to justice for his mother's death, and then to tribad latw 

for his step-father's* There is no question of pollution for Aeglsthus's 

deaths his relationship to Orestes was not close enough to create read 

sin*. His death was just according to tribal law. 

Ay, amd hereafter testify for roe 
That justly I pursued even to the death 
ty mother; I reck not Aeglsthus' end; 
For ty the law the adulterer shall die.^^ 

The Chorus is thankful that the prophet of Apollo has been fulfilled 

and aissures that by obedience to God's commamd no evil will therety be 

done I 

The Voice of Loxias 
In great Parnassus' rooty cavern heau^d. 

The word of guile vdiere no guile was. 
Though long deferred. 
Hath come to pass. 

The power of God can never pass away 
Because no evil thing is holp therety; 

Meet is it, then, we worship and obey ^^ 
His governamce Whose Hamd sustains the staurzy sty*^^ 

But despite all the assurances, Orestes continues fearful and uncertadn, 

almost maddened at the thou^t of what he has done* And justly so, for 

the Furies do come and pursue hia until the gods rule on his guilt. 

The Furies were, originally, those avenging deities who give 

retribution for moral evil not within the reach of human justice. That 

5b Cookson, C^ephorooi pp* 79-80« 

55 TK4/4 r* 70 , ^̂  Ibid*, p* 79. 
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they have come forth to torment Orestes indicates that he is considered 

to have done moral evil in killing his mother. After all, Orestes has 

violated the law of Themis. Yet Orestes was acting under conplusion 

from Apollo. Still Orestes must suffer; anyone who does not suffer 

acute grief and distress for having killed his mother, however justly, 

really does deserve punishment. But in the end, he cam appead to an 

understanding justice, be cleamsed by supplication, and be absolved of 

moral guilt and freed from punishment* Finadly, the offender who 

deserves to be pardoned can be pardoned* In the Eumenides, Aesctylus 

explores the problem of divine intervention in the affairs of men and 

outlines one of the limits of moral responsibility. 

After killing his mother, Orestes comes to the tesiple of Apollo 

to be cleansed, according to promise. The Furies have followed him, 

but Apollo swears to protect Orestes until Athena, goddess of wisdom, 

can arrange a trial. For some time then, Orestes wanders the country 

to Athens and the tenple of Athena. 

As has been indicated, the opposition is between the law of Themis 

or Dike represented by the Furies, who are urged on by Clytaemnestra' s 

ghost, and the forgiveness of Zeus, whose will is represented ty Apollo 

and Athena* The argument concerning the justice of Orestes's deed is 

not madnly between the ;ods amd mam but between the gods. There seems 

to be, not a conflict in divine law, but a problem of caisuistry. And 

as the law applies to the actions of men, the decision of the argument 

vitally affects men. 

The Furies maintain, not only t^t Orestes has violated the law 

of heaven, but adso that ty su^orting Orestes, Apollo is willfully 
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rebelling against heaven's law, like Satam, "self-bidden, self-inpelled."^" 

Apollo attends the trial, then, to protect a s'Jppliant of his, to testify, 

and because he is charged as being guilty with Orestes. The Furies say 

that because of his conmiand to Orestes and because of his giving absolution 

to a murderer, Apollo is "not the Abettor of this— / 3ut the sole Doer; 

Thou and only Thou* "^7 The Furies fear, though, that if Orestes is not 

punished, a dangerous precldent will be established whereby a thousand 

miscreamts will follow, trampling down the tenples and completely dis

regarding law; they do not understand and cannot forgive: 

This knits all in one brotherhood, 
The easy fellowship of crime. 
And from this instance loom in long array 
Blood-boltered parents whom their sons ^all slay-
Down the dark glimses of disordered Time. 
And we that wont to watch mankind. 
That thirst for cups incamsuiined. 
No more our amger shall unleash: ^^ 
I'll give Death leave to slay all flesh.-' 

!nie Furies fear their power will be conpletely taken away and that there 

will be no just retribution. If there is no just retribution, no just 

punishment, men will lose their fear and cease to obey the law| so just 

retribution must surely come fToa the gods. In the sight of adl the gods 

except the Furies, it seems, however, that Orestes was justified; for 

Clytaemnestra remarks. 

5^ Aesctylus, Eumenides (Chicago: Brltannica Great Books, 1952), 
translated ty Q. M* Cookson, p. 82. Hereaflier cited as Cookson, Eumenides. 

57 Cookson, Suaienldes, p. 83. 

Ibid*, p* 86* 
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A ?>?*?, 

Let me tell ye 
They ley a sore indictment to my charge* 
And for these fearful wrongs, mine own deadt me. 
Not one of all the Invisible Powers is wroth, ^^ 
Though mine own child lifted his hand against ae! 

Apollo concedes that he told Orestes to revenge his father, but 

denies that this is a violation of heaven's law; all of his oracles are 

delivered with the approval of Zeus: 

throne of Divination never yet 
To man nor woman, no, nor polity 

,,v̂  Delivered aught, but I was bidden speak ^̂  
By Zeus, the Father of the Olympian Gods. 

He also accuses the furies of inconsistenoy. Wty, he asks, did they 

not pursue Clytaemnestra for killing Agaaeanon? Their lame reply is, 

"'Tis not so black as spilling kindred blood."^^ And besides, all who 

shed the blood of kin are discharged to hell without a hearing and are 

not avadled the prlvelege of appealing to Zeus* Apollo, however, holds 

that Clytaemnestra's act was worse than Orestes's, for marriaige is bound 

69 
ty a "holler law than all oaths else." ^ If, then, the Furies do not 

punish Clytaemnestra, thoy camnot, under law, punish Orestes: 

If there bo murder there, and thou relauc, 
Not punish, nor bend thither am angry brow. 

59 Cookson, Eumenides, p* 82* 

^ Ibid., p. 87. 

^^ Ibid*, p. 83. 

^2 Ibid* 
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I sty# iu law/" thou canst not bam Orestes. 
For I perceive ye burn with zead 'gainst him, 
And show towards them a marvellous unconcern. "3 

Thus the crux of the au*guaent hinges on idiether or not the killing of 

Agaaeanon was a sin equal to or worse than the killing of Clytaemnestra* 

If Orestes and Apollo can show to Athena and the court that Clytaem

nestra 's sin was greater than that charged to Orestes, then Orestes 

must go free because the Furies grant that it is not their duty to 

pursue Clytaemnestra. Apollo and the Furies are merely quibbling. 

The decision does not rest at adl on their arguments, but on the will 

of Zeus as rpresented by i^ollo and Athena. Though this is the 

dramatic conflict, the real conflict is one of morad responsibility: 

is Orestes moradly responsible for his act? In his own way, Aesctylus 

is justifying the ways of God to man. 

In the midst of this argument, Orestes submits conpletely to 

the judgment of the gods amd the court. Because he chose willingly to 

follow Apollo's command, he is fully responsible for his act and will 

suffer aiy doom should the court decide that Apollo's compulsion does 

not mitigate his deed from sin to justi.retrlbutiont 

I, then, am exile, presentty returned 
And killed ny mother—I denjp" it not— 
In murderous revenge for ny dear father. 
And Loxias with me is answerable. 
Who spoke of torments due to goad ny heart. 
Except I dealt with them aifter their guilt. 
Jhî dge Thou if I have justly done or no: .̂ 
Whate'er tty doom, in Thee I rest content*^ 

^3 Cookson, Euaenldes, p« 8?* 

^ Ibid*, p* 8 9 * ~ 
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Athena decides that the caise will not set a damgerous precldent 

amd will not overthrow adl law if decided in favor of Orestes, ^n the 

contraryf the law will be more justly fulfilled* The law that can pardon 

amd understand can itself be understood and loved. The ministers of 

that lanr, inst>ead of being hated, hostile beings, will become benev

olent creatures tqpholding amd inspiring a standard of right living: the 

Erizyes will become Eumenides* The vote, then, being tied, Athena casts 

65 
her vote so that "Orestes should not suffer for his deed." Orestes is 

acquitted of responsibility ty virtue of divine intervention in the 

adffairs of men for the purpose of executing divine justice through a 

humam Instrument, and itAt the purpose of establishing among men some 

method idierety thsy may escape the unfeeling, mechanical operation of 

lacw. Through Aesctylus, the tradition of the Furies is changed so that 

their power does not extend to cases free from morad guilt. The good 

news is brought to man that the world is not mded ty blind, mechanical 

lanr, holding mam responsible regardless of extenuating circumstances. 

Law is corrected ty justice through equity applied in the form of a 

wise mam, or a h i ^ court; and a just limit is placed on personad 

responsibility. 

^5 Cookson, Eiunenidesi p* 89* 

ii---k^-^-



CONCLUSION 

In the early periods of great western literature, a concept of 

personal resjKjnsibility appeared in a highly developed form, positions 

were defined amd certain relationship established. The basic position 

seemed to be a compromise between two extremes. Man was not conpletely 

the subject of all-powerful necessity, nor was he conpletely free in 

adl things. If human life were conpletely determined ty external 

circumstances, mam could not be held responsible for his actions. But 

if mam were conpletely free, such absolute freedom to choose auy 

possible course of action would also eliminate mam's responsibility. 

Without any reference to the paist or the character of the agent, such 

action carried out under conditions of "freedom of indifference" would 

be essentially accldentad* Thus in the early literature, mam was 

predestined, or fated, to do some things; but within the framework 

described ty fate he was free to choose and to determine his own life* 

For free acts, then, mam was responsible, and for fated acts he was not 

held accountable. 

The Old Testament writers gramted mam a measure of free will and 

thus a measure of personal responsibility. God instituted among men a 

law according to His justice to direct them in the conduct of their 

lives, but left them free to disobey the law. For violation of the law 

God proclaimed punishment because mam was held accountable. Sometimes 

the punishment was in the form of allowing mam to fall deeper amd deeper 

into sin idiich created in the minds of some men the idea that God willed 

them to sin* Because, thou^, they were being justly punished for 

previous offence, the withdrawing of ^d's presence in the mind of man 

93 
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could in no way be considered as depriving man of free will or as 

mitigating man s responsibility. The punishment, though administered 

ty God, was the consequence of mam s own doing. Likewise, man's free 

will and responsibility for his actions were necessary conditions for 

merit in the oyes of God. Because the Hebrew people accepted Jehovah 

ais their God and followed Him, He rewarded their devotion with His 

presence* Though they sinned and He punished them justly. He did not 

adlow the punishment inflicted on the peoples who had not accepted Him 

to ex:tend to the Hebrew people, though the social and political condi-

l 
tlon of the Hebrews would indicate the necessity of such punishment 

fadling on them, e.g. in the Egyptian and Batylonlam captivity. This 

was a rewau:*d in the form of absence of punishment. Thus, in the Old 

Testaunent, men were justly punished for violation amd rewaLrded for 

obedience to God's law because they were free to exercise their reason 

amd choose: they were responsible for their actions. 

But some acts were not subject to control of the will amd thus 

were predestined by God. It was through no will of the Hebrew people 

that they were the chosen of JehovaUi as the people to whom he appeaured. 

It seemed adso that many of the prophets were predestined ty God to 

carry l̂ ia message to the Hebrew people, but agadn some were left free. 

The choices which were aade available to the iiebrew people were not 

subject to their will but were predestined by God, and so no personad 

responsibility obtained. 

Siallarly in the Oresteia of Aesctylus, man was held responsible 

for some acts because they were free, amd he wais not held accountable 

for others becamse they were fated* Orestes was free to choose idiether 
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to 1HT| his mother, yet the choices with which he was presented were 

fatedi Apollo told Orestes either to kill Clytaemnestra or suffer 

torture* But thou^ Orestes did kill his own mother, the act was free 

from morad guilt because it was an act of divine Justice* Orestes was 

am InstruBient in the hands of God, but he freely chose to be that 

instrument* Though Orestes cî iose the end freely—chose to execute 

divine justice—t^e meams to that end he chose necessarily: the only 

means of fulfilling divine justice was to murder his mother. In this 

sense, then, Orestes was fated to kill his mother amd consequently not 

responsible moradly for the act. 

As a limiting factor to personad responsibility, fate appeairs 

in Greek tragedy also in the form of a curse which brings tragety 

collectively upon a whole house. Agamemnon was fated to suffer for 

the curse placed upon adl descendants of Pelops and his son Atreus* 

AgauBomnon, though, freely married Clytaemnestra, and freely left her 

to go to Troy. He was free to return to his unfaithful wife in spite 

of waumlngs and free to take Cassandra back as his Trojan concubine. 

Aeglsthus wais fated to suffer the sins of his adidterous father, yet 

he was free to commit adultry with Clytaemnestra. 

p . Personal responsibility was usuadly considered as am essential 

condition for just punishment and the responsibility for personal sin 

was considered as limited to the sinner* But close faally association 

in Old Tesl^aaent times gave rise to the cono^t of ooUectlve respon

sibility t the sins of the fathers shall be visited on the sons* 

Punlshaent for oolleetive responsibility was reserved for God; man 

.Qould- noV iapose "pvatLahmmat for coUeotiwe sin* Seemingly because of 
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a tendenoy to blaune adl punlshaent on the father's sins rather tham on 

individual sin, the concept of collective responsibility was discredited 

and caist aside* The effect of Influence and association within the 

faally as a cause suffieient to teo^t the children to individual sin was, 

however, not discredited* The children of sinners were sinners also 

because they imitated the fathers* But imitation was a free act and 

the imitators were personally responsible for individuad sin. Because 

they did not exercise their reason to discover their fathers' sins and 

use them as examples to aunmend their own ways, they were personsdly 

responsible and could not blame their fathers. 

In Aesctylus, the concept of each person suffering for his own 

sins is combined with the concept of collective responsibility. Thus 

Ttyestes was punished because he seduced his brother's wife and Agamem

non suffered because of his sins at Troy and because of the murder of 

a^higeneia. ^ch tragedy resulted from individuad sins for idiich the 

person was held responsible. Each had violated the law and had to pay 

the penalty. 

But in Aesctylus the concept of blood calling for blood had not 

been yielded up conpletely into the hands of God for execution; Aeglsthus 

ininlshed Agauaeanon because of Atreus's sin against Ttyestes; Orestes 

punished his mother because of her sin against Agameamon. It iwuld 

seem that the linking of collective responsibility through the blood-

fmid to the oonoept of fate would place the operation of the law in the 

hamds of God and Indeed God oould mitigate some of the harshness of the 

3.8W* So Zeus, throui^ his personal representatives, humanized the law 

sal oerreoted It where It was defective owing to its universality* 
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There had to be am end to the chain of causality* Orestes appeaured to be 

thof scion of a blood-stained race, caught op unwillingly in the mesh of 

fatad necessity* But on the moral level, he was the triuaphad synfcol of 

divine justice working in and througli Fate to establish a just application 

of law through justly limiting responsibility. The Furies gave up their 

claim for a purely mechanical working of the law that tlie doer must suffer, 

and accepted Athena's principle that in determining responsibility, not 

just the deed, but everything that caused or surrounded the deed must 

be donsidered. 

The element of chance or furtune should not be overlooked in the 

downfadl of tiie Greek heroes, but it must not be confused with fate or 

collective responsibility. Through the free choices of Aeglsthus, 

Plytaiemnestra, and Agamemnon, c<»:*tain consequences were caused which 

coinelded to contribute to the tragedy. The seduction of Clytaemnestra 

ty Aeglsthus and tiie turning of Agamemnon to Cassandra were acts of free 

will, but their combining to contribute to Agamemnon's fall was fortune, 

not fate* Similarly the abduction of Helen by Paris and Agamemnon's 

departure for Troy were acts of free will, but their coincidence with 

Clytaemnestra's concupiscent attachment to Aeglsthus was fortune, not 

fate. The subjects of the traigedy could not, then, escape their 

responsibility ty an appead to predestination. Because they were 

reasoning beings with a measure of free will, the free acts which 

brou^t about their deaths were willful acts for which they were 

responsible. 

Throughout the Middle Ages and the Age of Elizabeth, the concept 

of personal Tssponsiblllty flourished and continued to be a subject of 
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argument aaong thinkers and scholars. Chaucer, in his ''Nun's Priest's 

Tale," had the priest casually remark. 

But that which God foreknows, it needs must be. 
So says the best opinion of the Clerks* 
Witness some cleric perfect for his works. 
That in the schools there's a great altercation 
In this regard, and much high disputation 
That has involved a hundred thousand men. 
But I can't sift it to the bran with pen. 
As can the holy Doctor Augustine, 
Or Boethlus, or Bishop Bradwardine, 
llhether the fact of God's great foreknowing 
ISAkea it right needful that I do a thing 
(ty needful, 1 mean, of necessity): 
Or else. If a free choice he granted me. 
To do that same thing, or to do it not. 
Though God foreknew before the thing was wrought; 
Or if His knowing constrains never at adl, 

< • Save by necessity conditional.^ 

And Brutus, after murdering Caesar, sadd to the Senate, " . . • and let 

no man abide this deed / But we the doers." The greatest exposition 

of the concept as outlined in this thesis came, however, in the Puritam 

period in Milton's Pauradise Lost* Over two hundred years later A* S. 

Housmam quipped. 

And madt does more than Milton can 
To justify God's ways to man*3 

Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales (New York: Garden City 
Books, 193b), translated bylT i* Micolsonr^pT 275««76. 

2 
William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, 111*1*9b-95. G* 3. Harrison 

in his aiakespeare Major Plays and Ihe Sonnets (New Yorkt Harcourt, Brace 
and Cospany, 19UB) notes on page 5b9 that "abide" r̂ sans "pay the penalty 
for." 

3 
A* B* Housaan, A air<q)shire Lad (New Yorki The Heritage Press, 

1951), P* 130. 
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The battle was still continuing evidently. Jut responsibility appeared 

in Housman in quite a different way also: 

Oh you had forethought, you could reason. 
And saw your z*oad and where it led. 
And early wise and brave in season 
Put the pistol to your head*^ 

Many of the novels of Thomas Hardy amd Stephen Crane reflected the 

dismal despair brought on ty forfeiture of personal responsibility and 

free will to the reign of a natural necessity which wais external to 

man* Yet such twentieth-century pieces of literature as Thornton 

Wilder^s The Bridge of San Luis Rey amd Sdith Wharton's Etham Frome 

reflect the continuance of a strong sense of personal responsibility. 

As stated in the Introduction, the question for the modem seems 

to be not whether aan has reauson, free will and personad responsibility, 

but rather how much he has and wherein it consists* So in the dialogue 

of great wariters of the western world, personal responsibility is still 

an liEportant subject. The attached appendix will give some idea of how 

extensively the concept has permeated western literature* The list of 

selected works of literature there found will indicate the degree to 

which this stuty may prove useful* 

k 1# K* Housaan, A Shropshire Ladp p* 95* 
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The following list will indicate the extent to which this thesis 

may prove useful as a background for a better understanding of western 

literature. The works are listed in approximate chronological order 
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